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FLOER MINI-MAX THEORY, THE CERF DIAGRAM, AND

THE SPECTRAL INVARIANTS

Yong-Geun Oh

Abstract. The author previously defined the spectral invariants, de-
noted by ρ(H; a), of a Hamiltonian function H as the mini-max value
of the action functional AH over the Novikov Floer cycles in the Floer
homology class dual to the quantum cohomology class a. The spec-
trality axiom of the invariant ρ(H; a) states that the mini-max value
is a critical value of the action functional AH . The main purpose of
the present paper is to prove this axiom for nondegenerate Hamilton-
ian functions in irrational symplectic manifolds (M, ω). We also prove
that the spectral invariant function ρa : H 7→ ρ(H; a) can be pushed
down to a continuous function defined on the universal (étale) cover-

ing space ]Ham(M, ω) of the group Ham(M, ω) of Hamiltonian diffeomor-
phisms on general (M, ω). For a certain generic homotopy, which we
call a Cerf homotopy H = {Hs}0≤s≤1 of Hamiltonians, the function
ρa ◦ H : s 7→ ρ(Hs; a) is piecewise smooth away from a countable subset
of [0, 1] for each non-zero quantum cohomology class a.

The proof of this nondegenerate spectrality relies on several new ingre-
dients in the chain level Floer theory, which have their own independent
interest: a structure theorem on the Cerf bifurcation diagram of the criti-
cal values of the action functionals associated to a generic one-parameter
family of Hamiltonian functions, a general structure theorem and the
handle sliding lemma of Novikov Floer cycles over such a family and a
family version of new transversality statements involving the Floer chain
map, and many others. We call this chain level Floer theory as a whole
the Floer mini-max theory.
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Appendix

§1. Introduction and the main results

Let (M,ω) be a closed symplectic manifold and Ham(M,ω) be the group
of smooth Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms as a subgroup of symplectic diffeo-
morphisms Symp(M,ω) with the smooth topology on it. In a previous pa-
per [18], to each one-periodic time-dependent normalized Hamiltonian function
H : S1 ×M → R, we associated a family of symplectic invariants ρ(H ; a) pa-
rameterized by the quantum cohomology classes 0 6= a ∈ QH∗(M), which we
call the spectral invariants of H . These are the mini-max values of the action
functional

AH : Ω̃0(M) → R

AH([γ, w]) = −

∫
w∗ω −

∫ 1

0

H(t, γ(t)) dt

over the semi-infinite Floer cycles in the homology class ‘dual’ to the quantum
cohomology class a. (See [18] for a precise meaning of the notion of the ‘dual’

used here.) Here Ω0(M) is the set of contractible loops on M and Ω̃0(M) is
the standard Γ-covering space [10]: Two pairs (γ, w) and (γ, w′) with w, w′ :
D2 →M satisfying ∂w = ∂w′ = γ are equivalent if they satisfy

(1.1) ω(w′#w) = 0 and c1(w
′#w) = 0.

We denote by [γ, w] the equivalence class of (γ, w) and by Ω̃0(M) the set

of equivalence classes [γ, w]. We provide Ω̃0(M) with the quotient topology
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induced from the natural C∞ topology of the set of pairs (z, w). We denote

the (étale) covering group of π : Ω̃0(M) → Ω0(M) by Γ, which is defined by

Γ =
π2(M)

kerω|π2(M) ∩ ker c1|π2(M)

and denote

Spec(H) = {AH([z, w]) | ż = XH(z)}

which is nothing but the set of critical values of the action functional AH .
The spectral invariants ρ(H ; a) can be regarded as the invariants of the

associated Hamiltonian paths

λ = φH : t 7→ φt
H .

We say that two Hamiltonians H, H ′ 7→ φ are equivalent if the corresponding
Hamiltonian paths φH and φH′ are path homotopic in Ham(M,ω). We denote

by [φ,H ] its path homotopy class, and by H̃am(M,ω) the set of path homotopy

classes. H̃am(M,ω) is the universal covering space.
We assume that all Hamiltonian functionsH are normalized by the condition

(1.2)

∫
Ht dµ = 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1]

and denote by

Hm(M) = C∞
m (S1 ×M)

the set of normalized one-periodic functions. Here ‘m’ stands for the term
‘mean zero’. This set has one-one correspondence with the set

P(Ham(M,ω), id)

of Hamiltonian paths in Ham(M,ω) based at the identity.
We recall that a symplectic manifold (M,ω) is called rational if its period

group

Γω := ω(Γ) = {ω(A) | A ∈ π2(M)}

is discrete. In [18], for the rational symplectic manifold (M,ω), we have proved

(1.3) ρ(H ; a) = ρ(H ′; a)

when H, H ′ 7→ φ and [φ,H ] = [φ,H ′], irrespective of nondegeneracy of Hamil-
tonians. In particular, the function ρ induces a well-defined function

(1.4) ρ : H̃am(M,ω) ×QH∗(M) → R

by setting ρ(φ̃; a) := ρ(H ; a). Our proof in [18] of (1.3) for the rational case
relies on the following 5 facts:

(1) The set Spec(H) ⊂ R, which is the set of critical values of the action
functional AH is a set of measure zero (see [16, Lemma 2.2]).
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(2) For any two Hamiltonian functions H, H ′ 7→ φ such that [φ,H ] =
[φ,H ′], we have

(1.5) Spec(H) = Spec(H ′)

as a subset of R provided H, H ′ satisfy the normalization condition
(1.2) (see [16] for the proof).

(3) The function H 7→ ρ(H ; a) is continuous with respect to the smooth
topology on C∞

m (S1 ×M) (see [18] for its proof).
(4) (Spectrality Axiom) For any H and a, we have

(1.6) ρ(H ; a) ∈ Spec(H).

(5) The only continuous functions on a connected space (e.g., the interval
[0, 1]) to R, whose values lie in a measure zero subset, are constant
functions.

The author previously proved the facts (1)-(3) for the general cases in a
series of papers [15, 17, 18], especially including the irrational cases. However
we were able to prove the spectrality axiom (4) only for the rational case at the
time of writing the paper [18]. In this paper, we prove this spectrality axiom
for nondegenerate Hamiltonian functions in the general symplectic manifolds,
especially for the irrational symplectic manifolds.

Theorem I (Nondegenerate spectrality). Let (M,ω) be an arbitrary closed

symplectic manifold. For any one-periodic nondegenerate Hamiltonian function

H : S1 ×M → R, ρ(H ; a) is a critical value of AH , i.e.,

ρ(H ; a) ∈ Spec(H)

for any given quantum cohomology class 0 6= a ∈ QH∗(M).

We cannot prove the spectrality axiom for general degenerate Hamiltonian
functions. We suspect that this is indeed not the case when degeneracy of the
Hamiltonian function is severe. It is an interesting problem to prove or to find
a counter example of the spectrality axiom.

In fact, we prove the following stronger theorem for the nondegenerate case.

Theorem II (Homological essentialness). Suppose that H is nondegenerate

and a be any non-zero quantum cohomology class. Then ρ(H ; a) is a homologi-

cally essential critical value of AH , in that there is a (and so any) generic choice

of J such that there is a Novikov Floer cycle α of (H, J) satisfying [α] = a♭

and

ρ(H ; a) = λH(α).

We refer to Section 2 for the definition of a Novikov Floer cycle α of the pair
(H, J) and its level λH(α).

Theorem I, which we call the nondegenerate spectrality axiom, is an essential
ingredient to push down the function ρa : H 7→ ρ(H ; a) to a continuous function
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on the universal covering space H̃am(M,ω). We refer to [16]-[19] for a more
detailed study of spectral invariants and their applications.

Because we do not know the validity of spectral axiom for degenerate Hamil-
tonians, the scheme of the proof used to prove (1.3) for the rational (M,ω)
cannot be applied to degenerate Hamiltonians. In this regard, the following
result is still a non-trivial theorem to prove.

Theorem III (Homotopy invariance). For any pair (H,K), not necessarily

nondegenerate, satisfying H ∼ K, we have

ρ(H ; a) = ρ(K; a).

To prove Theorem III for degenerate Hamiltonians, we will use Theorem I
together with continuity property of the spectral invariant function

H 7→ ρ(H ; a)

and some simple calculation of the Hamiltonian algebra in the spirit of the
proof of [15, Lemma 5.1] or [18, Theorem 5.1]. This theorem immediately gives
rise to the following theorem.

Theorem IV. Let H̃am(M,ω) be the above universal (étale) covering space

and equip it with the quotient topology induced from P(Ham(M,ω), id). Then

the function

ρa : H̃am(M,ω) → R

defined by ρa(φ̃) := ρ(H ; a) for a H satisfying [H ] = φ̃ is a continuous function

in the natural topology of H̃am(M,ω).

In the proof [18] of the general spectrality axiom for the rational case, we
have used the fact, in an essential way, that the period group ω(Γ) is discrete
and so Spec(H) is a closed subset of R. For the irrational case, the argument
for the rational case cannot be applied because Spec(H) ⊂ R is not a closed

subset but a dense subset (of measure zero) of R. In the classical mini-max
theory (see [1] for example) where the global gradient flow of the functional
exists, a proof of the convergence result of the mini-max sequence heavily relies
on the Palais-Smale type condition and the deformation lemma. In our case
the global flow does not exist and the set of critical values is dense and hence
there is no way to deform the space itself. Therefore in the point of view of
the critical point theory, the action functional AH on an irrational manifold
(M,ω) belongs to the highly pathological realm.

To overcome these difficulties and prove criticality of the mini-max value
ρ(H ; a), on an irrational symplectic manifold (M,ω), we will work with the

relevant mini-max cycles instead of either trying to deform the whole space
or trying to prove convergence of the mini-max sequence of individual critical

points. For this purpose, in the nondegenerate case, we use some intricate ar-
guments involving the Novikov Floer cycles and the Floer chain map in the
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context of the chain level Floer theory. The proof in turn relies on a struc-
ture theorem of the Cerf bifurcation diagram of the action functional, a careful
re-examination of the whole construction of the basic operators in the Floer ho-
mology theory and the composition law of the Floer chain map, and a structure
theorem of general Novikov Floer cycles in a generic one-parameter family of
Hamiltonian functions. This latter structure theorem, Theorem 6.7, is closely
related to the picture arising in the First Cancellation Theorem in the classical
Morse theory (See [13] and Section 5 for more explanations).

As a byproduct of our proof, we also prove the following piecewise smooth-
ness of the spectral invariants under a Cerf homotopy of Hamiltonians. (See
Definition 3.8 for the definition of Cerf homotopy and Theorem 9.5 for a more
precise description of non-differentiable points.)

Theorem V. Let H = {Hs}0≤s≤1 be a smooth Cerf homotopy of Hamiltoni-

ans. Then the function

s ∈ [0, 1] 7→ ρ(Hs; a)

is continuous piecewise-smooth with a countable number of non-differentiable

points.

One may hope to use some limiting argument to study the degenerate cases
as in the rational case. (See Section 2 for the limiting arguments.) This at-
tempt meets a serious difficulty in the irrational case. The difficulty in proving
existence of such a critical point [z, w] by a limiting argument, does not lie in
the part of periodic orbit z but lies in the part w, because the structure of the
covering group Γ or rather its image Γω ⊂ R, the period group of (M,ω), of the
evaluation homomorphism [ω] : Γ → R is much more complex for the irrational
case than for the rational case.

Besides the proof of the main theorem, in the course of our proof of the
spectrality axiom for an irrational (M,ω), we prove many basic results in the
Floer theory itself which seem to touch the heart of the chain level theory in
the way Smale’s handle body theory does in the classical Morse theory [13].
We expect that these will bring further consequences to symplectic topology in
the future.

It is instructive to compare the ways how we maneuver the Floer cycles in [15]
and in the present paper. One of the important matters in our chain level theory
is to transfer a Floer cycle of one Hamiltonian to that of the other Hamiltonian
along a given homotopy H = {H(η)}0≤η≤1 of Hamiltonian functions in a way
that we can control the amount of ‘sliding of handles’, i.e., so that we can
control the levels of the cycles during the transfer. For this purpose, we used
a piecewise linear homotopy in [15], which we call the adiabatic homotopy. On
the other hand, in the present paper, we use sub-homotopies of (H, j). (See
Definition 3.9 for the definition of sub-homotopy.) For a given homotopy

(H, j) : [0, 1] → C∞([0, 1],Hm(M)) × C∞([0, 1], jω)
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we call (Hηη′ , jηη′) a sub-homotopy of (H, j) for 0 ≤ η, η ≤ 1, where the latter
is defined by the homotopy

Hηη′ : s 7→ H((1 − s)η + sη′), jηη′ : s 7→ j((1 − s)η + sη′)

for s ∈ [0, 1]. Although this difference is marginal in the rational case, it turns
out to be an essential improvement for the irrational case. In fact, our usage
of sub-homotopies is one essential ingredient that enables us to prove certain
continuity property of the levels of the transferred Floer cycles along the given
homotopy H. (See Proposition 8.4 and Lemma 8.5.) Such a continuity property
would have been impossible to prove if we had used the adiabatic homotopy
as in [15] due to the fact that Spec(H) is a dense subset of R: Since Spec(H)
is dense, however fine a partition of [0, 1] we would choose, the levels of cycles
could slide down to a lower level in each step of transfer along the piecewise-
linear homotopy. As a result, we would not have been able to control the
amount of handle sliding in the end if we used the piecewise-linear homotopy
which only approximates the given homotopy H. In hindsight, this is a nat-
ural thing to do in the point of view of Hamiltonian fibrations, which we will
elaborate further elsewhere. However since we use sub-homotopies of a fixed
homotopy of the pair (H, j), we have much less freedom to achieve transversal-
ity than the general case unlike when we use the adiabatic homotopies in [15]
and so need to prove the transversality required to study such sub-homotopies.
This leads us to a novel transversality statement (Theorem 4.6) which has not
appeared in the previous literature and which is one of the essential ingredients
in our proof.

A brief description of contents of the paper is in order. After a review of
the proof for the rational case from [18] in Section 2, the rest of the paper
deals with general symplectic manifolds, which are not necessarily rational.
In Section 3, we prove a structure theorem of the Cerf bifurcation diagram

of the action functionals for a generic one-parameter family of Hamiltonians
connecting two nondegenerate Hamiltonians H1 and H2. In Section 4, we
study the transversality issue of sub-homotopies of the given homotopy or a
one-parameter family (H, j) consisting of Hamiltonians and almost complex
structures, and prove the main theorem, Theorem 4.6, in that regard. In
Section 5, we carefully describe the gluing construction needed for the proof
of the composition law of the Floer’s chain maps in a way that will be used in
our proof. In Section 6, we prove a structure theorem of Novikov Floer cycles
over a one-parameter family of Hamiltonian functions. In Section 7, we recall
the handle sliding lemma from [15] and provide a version thereof in terms of
the sub-homotopy, instead of the adiabatic homotopy used in [15]. In Section
8, we prove a general parametric stability theorem of the tightness of Novikov
Floer cycles under a Cerf homotopy. As a by-product of the this proof, we
derive Theorem V too. After all these preparations, we carry out the proof
of Theorem II (and hence of Theorem I as a corollary) for the nondegenerate
case in Section 9. In Section 10, we explain how we push down the spectral
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invariants to H̃am(M,ω) as a continuous function in the natural topology on it,
and in Section 11 we provide two immediate applications to Hofer’s geometry
of the Hamiltonian diffeomorphism group.

To make the main stream of arguments transparent without bogging down
with technicalities involved with the transversality problem, as in [18, 19], we
will assume that (M,ω) is strongly semi-positive, i.e., satisfies the condition
that there is no spherical homology class A satisfying

ω(A) > 0 and 2 − n ≤ c1(A) < 0.

We will remove this assumption imposed in [18, 19] and in the current paper all
at once in a sequel to these papers. The spectrality axiom was first announced
in the author’s preprint “Mini-max theory, spectral invariants and geometry of
the Hamiltonian diffeomorphism group” (ArXiv:math.SG/0206092) in general.
Since then, three papers, [18, 19] and the present paper, have grown out of the
paper. Except the spectrality axiom for degenerate Hamiltonians in irrational
symplectic manifolds and the treatment of the case that is not strongly semi-
positive, all the results in this preprint are now proved in the three papers with
complete details and some corrections.

Finally we would like to point out that the spectrality axiom, or (1.3), is a
crucial ingredient in Entov’s work [4] in his applications of spectral invariants
to the study of the quasimorphisms and the commutator length of Hamiltonian
diffeomorphisms. A proof of the spectrality axiom for the nondegenerate case is
outlined in [4, Section 3]. (See Part 4 of the page 76 of [4].) We emphasize that
the standard argument used in the outline cannot be applied to the irrational

symplectic manifolds because the set of critical values of the action functional
is dense and the argument of ‘pushing down the cycles under the flow’ cannot
easily go through in the irrational case, as we had mentioned before.

Recently Usher [22] gave an algebraic proof of the main theorem, Theorem II
in a general abstract context of Floer homology.

We thank the Korea Institute for Advanced Study for providing the financial
support and excellent research environment during the writing of the present
paper. We also thank M. Usher for pointing out an incorrect statement in
Theorem 3.7 (3) in the previous version of this paper and sending his preprint
[22] : This results in our modification of the proof of Theorem 8.3 and that
of Step 2 and 3 in Section 9 from the previous proofs thereof. Our usage
of Proposition 8.8 is partly influenced by Usher’s paper [22], where a similar
statement is an important ingredient in his algebraic proof of Theorem II.
We also thank him for many helpful comments during our preparation of this
version of the paper.

Notations

(1) Jω = the set of ω-compatible almost complex structures.
(2) J = {Jt}0≤t≤1 is a smooth one-periodic family with J0 = J1, and jω is

the set of such J ’s. We just denote jω = C∞(S1,Jω).
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(3) P(jω) = C∞([0, 1], jω). We denote by j a general element of P(jω).

(4) H : S1 × M → R is a one-periodic family of functions that satisfy
the normalization condition

∫
M
Ht dµ = 0, where dµ is the Liouville

measure. We denote by Hm(M) = C∞
m (S1 ×M) the set of such H ’s.

(5) H = {H(η)}0≤η≤1 is a one-parameter family of H ’s mentioned in (4).
We denote the set of such H’s by P(Hm(M)) = C∞([0, 1],Hm(M)).

(6) Γω := ω(Γ)= the period group of (M,ω).

§2. Preliminary and review of the rational case

2.1. Novikov Floer cycles and spectral invariants

Suppose that φ ∈ Ham(M,ω) is nondegenerate in the sense of Lefshetz fixed
point theory: the derivative Tpφ : TpM → TpM has no eigenvalue one at any
fixed point p ∈ M . We will call a one-periodic Hamiltonian H : S1 ×M → R
nondegenerate if φ1

H = φ is a nondegenerate diffeomorphism. Note that the
nondegeneracy of H depends only on its time-one map φ1

H . We denote by
Per(H) the set of contractible one-periodic orbits of H .

For each nondegenerate H : S1 ×M → R, we consider the free Q vector
space over

(2.1) CritAH = {[z, w] ∈ Ω̃0(M) | z ∈ Per(H)}.

Following [8, 10], we give the following definition.

Definition 2.1. We call the formal sum

(2.2) β =
∑

[z,w]∈CritAH

a[z,w][z, w], a[z,w] ∈ Q

a Novikov Floer chain (or simply a Floer chain) if there are only finitely many
non-zero terms in the expression (2.2) above any given level of the action. We
call [z, w] a generator of the chain β and denote

[z, w] ∈ β

if a[z,w] 6= 0. We also say that [z, w] contributes to β in that case. We denote by
CFk(H) the set of Floer chains whose generators all have degree k, i.e., satisfy

µH([z, w]) = k,

where µH is the Conley-Zehnder index of [z, w] [2].

Note that CF∗(H) is a graded Q-vector space. This is infinite dimensional
as a Q-vector space in general, unless π2(M) = 0.

Now we consider a Floer chain

β =
∑

a[z,w][z, w], a[z,w] ∈ Q.

The following notion plays an essential role for the mini-max argument via the
Floer homology theory in [15, 18].
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Definition 2.2. Let β be a Floer chain of a given degree k. We define the level

of the cycle β and denote by

(2.3) λH(β) = max
[z,w]

{
AH([z, w]) | a[z,w] 6= 0 in (2.2)

}

if β 6= 0, and just put λH(0) = −∞ as usual. We call any element [z, w] with
AH([z, w]) = λH(β) a peak of β.

The level λH induces a filtration of CF∗(H) and so induces a natural non-
Archimedean topology. (See [18, Appendix].) We regard each CFk(H) as a
topological vector space with respect to this topology.

For a given one-periodic family J = {Jt}0≤t≤1 of compatible almost complex
structures, we consider the Floer boundary map

∂ = ∂(J,H) : CF∗(H) → CF∗(H).

In Section 4, we will briefly review construction of ∂ in a way that is useful for
our formulation of transversality problem of sub-homotopies. One can easily
check that ∂ or all the natural operators arising in the Floer complex are
continuous with respect to the above mentioned topology. We refer to [18,
Appendix] for a precise description of the topology and for the proof of this
continuity statements.

Definition 2.3. We say that a Floer chain β ∈ CF (H) is a Floer cycle if
∂β = 0 and a Floer boundary if β = ∂δ for a Floer chain δ. Two Floer chains
β, β′ are said to be homologous if β′ − β is a boundary.

Let

a =
∑

aAq
−A, aA ∈ H∗(M)

be a non-zero quantum cohomology class. We denote by Γ(a) ⊂ Γ the set of
A’s for which the coefficient aA is non-zero. By the definition of the Novikov
ring, we can enumerate Γ(a) so that

−λ1 < −λ2 < · · · < −λj < · · · ,

where λj = ω(Aj). We call the first term a1q
−A1 the leading order term of the

quantum cohomology class a.
Next, for each given quantum cohomology class 0 6= a ∈ QH∗(M), we

consider the Floer homology class a♭ dual to a ∈ QH∗(M). (See [17] for its
precise meaning.) Then we associate the following mini-max value of the action
functional AH

(2.4) ρ(H ; a) = inf
α

{
λH(α) | α ∈ ker ∂H ⊂ CFn(H)with [α] = a♭

}

to each given pair (H, a). We like to emphasize that this definition itself man-

ifests neither finiteness of the mini-max value nor its spectral property that

ρ(H ; a) is a critical value of AH . The finiteness was proved in [18] for a gen-
eral symplectic manifold (M,ω) whether it is rational or not. However, we
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were able to prove the spectral property only for the rational case at the time
of writing [18], which we now review.

2.2. Review of the rational case

We first recall an important notion of canonical thin cylinder between two
nearby loops. We denote by Jref a fixed compatible almost complex structure
and by exp the exponential map of the metric

g := ω(·, Jref ·).

Let ι(g) be the injectivity radius of the metric g. As long as d(x, y) < ι(g) for
the given two points of M , we can write

y = expx(ξ)

for a unique vector ξ ∈ TxM . As usual, we write the unique vector ξ as

(2.5) ξ = (expx)−1(y).

Therefore if the C0 distance dC0(z, z′) between the two loops

z, z′ : S1 →M

is smaller than ι(g), we can define the canonical map

ucan
zz′ : [0, 1] × S1 →M

by

(2.6) ucan
zz′ (s, t) = expz(t)(ξzz′(t)), or ξzz′(t) = (expz(t))

−1(z′(t)).

It is important to note that the image of ucan
zz′ is contained in a small neigh-

borhood of z (or z′), and uniformly converges to z∞ when z and z′ converge
to a loop z∞ in the C1 topology. Therefore ucan

zz′ also picks out s a canonical
homotopy class, denoted by [ucan

zz′ ], among the set of homotopy classes of the
maps u : [0, 1]× S1 →M satisfying the given boundary condition

u(0, t) = z(t), u(1, t) = z′(t).

The following lemma is an important ingredient in our proof, which will be
used to overcome irrationality of symplectic manifolds later.

Lemma 2.4. Let z, z′ : S1 → M be two smooth loops and ucan be the above

canonical cylinder. Then as dC1(z, z′) → 0, then the map ucan
zz′ converges in the

C1-topology, and its geometric area Area(ucan) converges to zero. In particular,

we have the followings:

(1) For any bounding disc w of z, the bounding disc

w′ := w#ucan
zz′

of w′ is pre-compact in the C1-topology of the maps from the unit disc.
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(2)

(2.7)

∫

ucan
zz′

ω → 0

as dC1(z, z′) → 0 as z′ → z.

Proof. (1) is an immediate consequence of the explicit form (2.6) of ucan
zz′ and

from the standard property of the exponential map.
On the other hand, from the explicit expression (2.6) of the canonical thin

cylinder and from the property of the exponential map, it follows that the
geometric area Area(ucan

i∞ ) converges to zero as dC1(z, z′) → 0 by an easy area
estimate. Since z, z′ are assumed to be C1, it follows ucan

zz′ is C1 and hence the
inequality

Area(ucan
i∞ ) ≥

∣∣∣
∫

ucan
i∞

ω
∣∣∣.

This implies

lim
j→∞

∫

ucan
i∞

ω = 0,

which finishes the proof. �

The following theorem was previously proved by the author in [18]. We
duplicate its proof here to highlight differences between the rational and the
irrational cases, and to motivate the scheme of our proof in the irrational case.

Theorem 2.5 ([18, Theorem 7.1]). Suppose that (M,ω) is rational. Then for

any smooth one-periodic Hamiltonian function H : S1 ×M → R, we have

ρ(H ; a) ∈ Spec(H)

for each given quantum cohomology class 0 6= a ∈ QH∗(M).

Proof. We need to show that the mini-max value ρ(H ; a) is a critical value, or

that there exists [z, w] ∈ Ω̃0(M) such that

AH([z, w]) = ρ(H ; a)

dAH([z, w]) = 0, i.e., ż = XH(z).

The finiteness of the value ρ(H ; a) was proved in [18]. If H is nondegenerate,
we just use the fixed Hamiltonian H . If H is degenerate, we approximate
H by a sequence of nondegenerate Hamiltonians Hi in the C2 topology. Let
[zi, wi] ∈ CritAHi

be a peak of the Floer cycle αi ∈ CF∗(Hi), such that

(2.8) lim
j→∞

AHi
([zi, wi]) = ρ(H ; a).

Such a sequence can be chosen by the definition of ρ(·; a) and its finiteness
property.
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Since M is compact and Hi → H in the C2 topology, and żi = XHi
(zi)

for all i, it follows from the standard boot-strap argument that zi has a sub-
sequence, which we still denote by zi, converging to some loop z∞ : S1 → M
satisfying ż = XH(z). Now we show that the sequence [zi, wi] are pre-compact

on Ω̃0(M). Since we fix the quantum cohomology class 0 6= a ∈ QH∗(M) (or
more specifically since we fix its degree) and since the Floer cycle is assumed
to satisfy [αi] = a♭, we have

µHi
([zi, wi]) = µHj

([zj , wj ]).

Lemma 2.6. When (M,ω) is rational, CritAK ⊂ Ω̃0(M) is a closed subset

of R for any smooth Hamiltonian K, and is locally compact in the subspace

topology of the covering space

π : Ω̃0(M) → Ω0(M).

Proof. First note that when (M,ω) is rational, the covering group Γ of π above
is discrete. Together with the fact that the set of solutions of ż = XK(z) is
compact (on compact M), it follows that

Crit(AK) = {[z, w] ∈ Ω̃0(M) | ż = XK(z)}

is a closed subset which is also locally compact. �

Now consider the bounding discs of z∞ given by

w′
i = wi#u

can
i∞

for all sufficiently large i, where ucan
i∞ = ucan

ziz∞
is the canonical thin cylinder

between zi and z∞. We note that as i→ ∞ the geometric area of ucan
i∞ converges

to 0.
We compute the action of the critical points [z∞, w

′
i] ∈ CritAH ,

(2.9)

AH([z∞, w
′
i]) = −

∫

w′

i

ω −

∫ 1

0

H(t, z∞(t)) dt

= −

∫

wi

ω −

∫

ucan
i∞

−

∫ 1

0

H(t, z∞(t)) dt

=
(
−

∫

wi

ω −

∫ 1

0

Hi(t, zi(t)) dt
)

(2.10)

−
(∫ 1

0

H(t, z∞(t)) −

∫ 1

0

Hi(t, zi(t))
)
−

∫

ucan
i∞

ω

= AHi
([zi, wi]) −

(∫ 1

0

H(t, z∞(t)) −

∫ 1

0

Hi(t, zi(t))
)

−

∫

ucan
i∞

ω.
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Since zi converges to z∞ uniformly and Hi → H , we have

(2.11) −
(∫ 1

0

H(t, z∞(t)) −

∫ 1

0

H(t, zi(t))
)
→ 0.

Therefore combining (2.7), (2.8) and (2.11), we derive

lim
i→∞

AH([z∞, w
′
i]) = ρ(H ; a).

In particular AH([z∞, w
′
i]) is a Cauchy sequence, which implies

∣∣∣
∫

w′

i

ω −

∫

w′

j

ω
∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣AH([z∞, w
′
i]) −AH([z∞, w

′
j ])

∣∣∣ → 0

i.e., ∫

w′

i#w′

j

ω → 0.

Since Γ is discrete and
∫

w′

i#w′

j

ω ∈ Γ, this indeed implies that

(2.12)

∫

w′

i#w′

j

ω = 0

for all sufficiently large i, j ∈ Z+. Since the set {
∫

w′

i

ω}i∈Z+ is bounded, we con-

clude that the sequence
∫

w′

i

ω eventually stabilize, by choosing a subsequence

if necessary. Going back to (2.9), we derive that the actions

AH([z∞, w
′
i])

themselves stabilize and so we have

AH([z∞, w
′
N ]) = lim

i→∞
AH([z∞, w

′
i]) = ρ(H ; a)

for a fixed sufficiently large N ∈ Z+. This proves that ρ(H ; a) is indeed the
value of AH at the critical point [z∞, w

′
N ]. This finishes the proof. �

In fact, an examination of the above proof proves a stronger fact that the
mini-maxing sequence [zi, wi] is precompact for the rational case, which we now
explain. We recall that if H, H ′ are nondegenerate and sufficiently C2-close,
there exists a canonical one-one correspondence between the set of associated
Hamiltonian periodic orbits. We call an associated pair any pair (z, z′) of
Hamiltonian periodic orbits of H, H ′ mapped to each other under this corre-
spondence. We will give the proof of the following proposition in the Appendix.

Proposition 2.7. Suppose that H, H ′ are nondegenerate and sufficiently C2

close. Let (z, z′) be an associated pair of H, H ′. Then we have

(2.13) µH([z, w]) = µH′ ([z′, w#ucan
zz′ ]).
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We derive

(2.14)

2c1([w
′
i#w

′
j ]) = 2c1([wi#u

can
i∞ #wj#ucan

j∞ ])

= 2c1([wi#u
can
i∞ #ucan

j∞ #wj ])

= µHi
([zi, wi]) − µHi

([zi, wj#u
can
j∞ #ucan

i∞ ]).

The third equality comes from the index formula

µH([z, w#A]) = µH([z, w]) − 2c1(A)

(see [18, Appendix] for the details of its proof). On the other hand, we derive

(2.15) µHi
([zi, wj#u

can
j∞ #ucan

i∞ ]) = µHi
([zi, wj#u

can
zjz′

i
]) = µHj

([zj, wj ])

when i, j are sufficiently large. Here the first equality follows since ucan
i∞ #ucan

i∞

is homotopic to the canonical thin cylinder ucan
zjz′

i
, and the second comes from

(2.13). On the other hand, [zi, wi] and [zj , wj ] satisfy

(2.16) µHi
([zi, wi]) = µHj

([zj , wj ])

because they are generators of Floer cycles αi and αj both representing the

same Floer homology class a♭ and so having the same degree. Hence combining
(2.14)-(2.16), we obtain

(2.17) c1([w
′
i#w

′
j ]) = 0

for all sufficiently large i, j. Combining (2.12) and (2.17), we have proved

[z∞, w
′
i] = [z∞, w

′
j ] in Ω̃0(M).

If we denote by [z∞, w∞] this common element of Ω̃0(M), we have proven that
the sequence [zi, wi] converges to a critical point [z∞, w∞] of AH in the topology

of the covering space π : Ω̃0(M) → Ω0(M). This finishes our discussion about
the rational case.

For the irrational case, the above argument breaks down since the sequence
[z∞, w

′
i] used in the above proof will not stabilize, and more seriously the ac-

tion values AH([z∞, w
′
i]) may accumulate at a value in R \ Spec(H). Recall

that in the irrational case, Spec(H) is a dense subset of R. Therefore in the
irrational case, one needs to directly prove that the sequence has a convergent

subsequence in the natural topology of Ω̃0(M). It turns out that the above
limiting arguments used for the rational case cannot be carried out due to the
possibility that the discs wi could behave wildly in the limiting process. As
a result, proving such a convergence is not possible in general even for the
nondegenerate case for a given mini-max sequence of critical points [zi, wi] sat-
isfying (2.8). One needs to use a mini-max sequence of cycles instead. This
scheme is exactly what we have carried out in the present paper. Because we
use the Floer cycles and they are defined only for nondegenerate Hamiltonians,
we can prove the spectrality axiom only for the nondegenerate case in this way.
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Along the way, we develop many new ingredients in the chain level Floer the-
ory needed to carry out the scheme. We call our chain level theory the Floer

mini-max theory.
To go to the case of degenerate Hamiltonians, it is unavoidable to use the

approximation used arguments above as in the rational case. It would be very
interesting to see if this difficulty is something intrinsic for this case. (See
Remark 9.4 for some related comments.)

§3. The Cerf bifurcation diagram

3.1. Generic bifurcations of the critical set of the action functional

We first recall that for a generic one-parameter family H = {H(η)}0≤η≤1,
there are a finite number of points

Sing(H) = {s1, s2, . . . , sk1} ⊂ [0, 1],

where there occurs either birth-death or death-birth type of bifurcation of pe-
riodic orbits (see [11] for a detailed proof of this). Furthermore at each such si,
there is exactly one-periodic orbit zi of ẋ = XH(si)(x) for which a continuous

family of the pair z+(η), z−(η) of periodic orbits of ẋ = XH(η)(x) bifurcate
from zi for η with |η − si| < δ, δ sufficiently small, that satisfy

(1) z±(η) → zi as η → si,
(2) the Conley-Zehnder indices satisfy

(3.1) µ([z+, w+]) = µ([z−, w−]) + 1,

where w+ ∼ w−#u for u the thin cylinder between z+ and z−. This latter
condition makes sense because z+ and z− are close when δ is sufficiently small,
which depends only on the homotopy H independent of points si ∈ Sing(H).
We denote this uniform δ as

(3.2) δ1 = δ1(H).

In the course of studying a detailed structure of the Cerf-type bifurcation dia-
gram of the action functional, we will provide an outline of a proof of the above
statements for the reader’s convenience leaving more details to [11].

Let H = {H(η)}0≤η≤1 be a homotopy (or a one-parameter family) of smooth
Hamiltonians. We denote

(3.3) CritAH :=
⋃

η∈[0,1]

{
[z, w] | ż = XH(η)(z)

}
=

⋃

η∈[0,1]

CritAH(η)

and consider it as a subset of [0, 1] × Ω̃0(M). For the simplicity of notations,
we sometimes denote

(3.4) Hm(M) := C∞
m (S1 ×M).

We then define

(3.5) PHm(M) := C∞([0, 1],Hm(M)),
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and

(3.6) P(Hm(M);H0, H1) := {H ∈ PHm(M) | H(0) = H0, H(1) = H1}

for any given Hamiltonians H1, H2. We also denote

Hnd
m (M) := {H ∈ Hm(M) | H is nondegenerate}.

The following lemma is easy to prove from the definition and from the stan-
dard facts on the first order ordinary differential equation.

Lemma 3.1. Let Hα, Hβ be smooth and H ∈ P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ). Then we

have

(1) CritAH is invariant under the deck transformation of Γ on Ω̃0(M) ×
[0, 1].

(2) Under the covering map π : Ω̃0(M) → Ω0(M), CritAH/Γ coincides

with

(3.7) Per(H) :=
⋃

η∈[0,1]

Per(H(η)) ⊂ [0, 1] × Ω0(M)

and in particular is compact.

Now we prove the following general structure theorem on CritAH for a
generic homotopy H such that the end points H(0) and H(1) are nondegener-
ate.

Proposition 3.2. Let Hα, Hβ be two nondegenerate Hamiltonian functions

and H ∈ P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ). Then there exists a dense subset

Preg(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ) ⊂ P(Hm(M);H0, H1)

such that the subset

CritAH ⊂ [0, 1]× Ω̃0(M)

becomes a smooth one-manifold with its boundary ∂(CritAH) contained in {0, 1}

× Ω̃0(M).

Proof. We first note that the action by Γ on CritAH is free. Therefore it is
enough to prove that CritAH/Γ is a smooth one-manifold for some generic
choices of H. We also know

(3.8) CritAH/Γ = Per(H).

This in turn implies that it is enough to prove that Per(H) becomes a (com-
pact) smooth one-manifold for some generic choices of H. We now prove this
statement.

We first remark that in the Fredholm analysis we are going to carry out
below, one needs to take a suitable Banach completion of the various function
spaces that appear. However this is a standard procedure by now, and so we
will not mention this technicality but just work with C∞ function spaces. A
good reference for this matter and also for detailed calculations involving the
action functional is the paper [24] by Weinstein.
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We define the map

Φ : Ω0(M) × P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ) × [0, 1] → TΩ0(M) × [0, 1]

by

(3.9) Φ(z,H, η) 7→
(
ż −XH(η)(z), η

)
.

Considering this as the composition of the section

(z,H, η) → (ż −XH(η)(z),H, η)

of the parametric tangent bundle

TΩ0(M)×P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ)× [0, 1] → Ω0(M)×P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ)× [0, 1]

and the projection map

Ω0(M) × P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ) × [0, 1] → Ω0(M) × [0, 1],

it is straightforward to check that the derivative of Φ is surjective at all the
zero points (z,H, η) of Φ, i.e., those satisfying ż = XH(η)(z). Therefore the
universal set of periodic orbits, denoted by

(3.10) Per := Φ−1(oTΩ0(M) × P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ) × [0, 1]),

is a smooth submanifold of Ω0(M)×P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ)× [0, 1] by the implicit
function theorem.

Furthermore it is well-known that the linearization map

(3.11) ξ 7→
Dξ

dt
−DXK(z)(ξ)

along the periodic orbit z of a HamiltonianK ∈ Hm(M) is a Fredholm operator
of index zero after making a suitable Banach completion of Ω0(M) (see [24] for
example). This then is translated into the statement that the projection map

(3.12) π2 : Per ⊂ Ω0(M)×P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ)×[0, 1] → P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ)

is a Fredholm map of index 1. Now by the Sard-Smale theorem, the set of
regular values of π2, which we denote by

Preg(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ)

is residual, and in particular dense. This finishes the proof. �

Next a simple version of the two-jet transversality implies the following,
whose proof we omit and refer to [11] for more details.

Proposition 3.3. Let H ∈ Preg(Hm(M);H1, H2). Then the set

Sing(H) :={η ∈ [0, 1] | the linearization map (3.11) is not surjective for H(η)}

is finite. And there is another smaller dense subset of

H ∈ Preg(Hm(M);H1, H2)

for which at each point η ∈ Sing(H), either birth-death or death-birth type of

bifurcation occurs as described in the beginning of this section.
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3.2. The Cerf bifurcation diagram

Next we introduce a notion of the Cerf bifurcation diagram of the action
functionals and study its structure for a generic choice of the homotopy H.

Definition 3.4. Consider the set

(3.13)
Σ(H) ={(η, a) | η ∈ [0, 1], a = AH(η)([z, w]), [z, w] ∈ CritAH(η)}

⊂ [0, 1] × R.

We call Σ(H) the Cerf bifurcation diagram of the homotopy H.

There is the natural evaluation homomorphism

(3.14) g ∈ Γ 7→ ω(g) ∈ Γω ⊂ R.

Via the homomorphism (3.14), Γ naturally acts on [0, 1] × R by

(3.15) Γ × [0, 1]× R → [0, 1] × R; g · (η, a) 7→ (η, a− ω(g))

which preserves Σ(H). Now we consider the map Φ̃

Φ̃ : Ω̃0(M) × P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ) × [0, 1]

→ T̃Ω0(M) × P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ) × [0, 1]× R

defined by

(3.16) Φ̃([z, w],H, η) = (ż −XH(η)(z),H, η,AH(η)([z, w])).

This map is equivariant under the obvious actions of Γ.

It follows from Proposition 3.2 that Φ̃ is transverse to the submanifold

oTΩ0(M) × [0, 1] × R ⊂ TΩ0(M) × [0, 1] × R.

In particular, we know that

(3.17) Z := (Φ̃)−1(oTΩ0(M) × [0, 1] × R)

is a smooth submanifold of

Ω̃0(M) × P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ) × [0, 1].

Obviously we have the natural (étale) covering map

(3.18) Γ → Z → Per =
⋃

H∈P(Hm(M);Hα,Hβ)

Per(H).

Now we consider the projection

Π : Z ⊂ Υ̃ → P(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ).

It is easy to check that this is a Fredholm map of index 1. By the Sard-Smale
theorem, there is another dense subset set of H’s such that

Π−1(H) =: Z(H)

becomes a smooth one dimensional manifold with boundary

∂Z(H) = Ψ−1(oTΩ0(M) × {0, 1} × R),
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as long as it is non-empty. In addition, Γ freely acts on Z(H) and hence comes
a natural Γ principal bundle

(3.19) π : Z(H) → Z(H)/Γ,

where the quotient can be canonically identified with Per(H). By the standard
a priori estimates on the Hamilton equation, Per(H) is shown to be a compact
one manifold with boundary.

Now consider the map

ev : Z(H) ⊂ Ω̃0(M) × [0, 1] → [0, 1] × R

defined by

(3.20) ([z, w], η) →
(
η,AH(η)([z, w])

)

for which the diagram
Z(H) −→ [0, 1] × R
↓ ↓

[0, 1] ≡ [0, 1]

commutes. Furthermore ev is equivariant under the fiber-preserving action of
Γ, and the Cerf diagram Σ(H) is nothing but the image of ev. Hence there
induces a natural action of Γ acting fiberwise on Σ(H) under the projection
Σ(H) → [0, 1].

Now we describe structure of the image of the map (3.20). We first prove
the following lemma, which states that the action cannot be the same for two
different critical points [z1, w1] and [z2, w2] of the form z1 = z2, if we further
require µK([z1, w1]) = µK([z2, w2]).

Lemma 3.5. Let K be a nondegenerate Hamiltonian function and consider

the elements from Crit(AK). Then for any element z ∈ Per(K), AK([z, w1]) =
AK([z, w2]) and µK([z, w1]) = µK([z, w2]) if and only if [z, w1] = [z, w2]. In

particular, if we have

AK([z1, w1]) = AK([z2, w2]), µK([z1, w1]) = µK([z2, w2]),

then z1 6= z2 unless [z1, w1] = [z2, w2].

Proof. Suppose

(3.21) µK([z, w1]) = µK([z, w2])

and

(3.22) AK([z, w1]) = AK([z, w2])

From the assumption (3.22), we derive

(3.23)

∫

w2#w1

ω = 0

since we have

AK([z, w1]) −AK([z, w2]) =

∫

w1#w2

ω.
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And from (3.21) and the index formula

µK([z, w1]) = µK([z, w2]) − 2c1(w1#w2)

we derive

(3.24) c1(w1#w2) = 0.

Therefore (3.23) and (3.24) imply [z, w1] = [z, w2] by the definition of Γ-
equivalence classes in (1.1). The converse is obvious. �

Definition 3.6. Let H1, H2 be two nondegenerate Hamiltonians and H be a
homotopy between them. Let Σ(H) ⊂ [0, 1]×R be the associated Cerf diagram.

(1) We say that a point (η, a) ∈ Σ(H) is a cusp if η ∈ Sing(H) and
AH(η)([z, w]) = a, and a generic cusp if the second derivative

d2AH(η)([z, w])

at [z, w] has exactly one-dimensional kernel.
(2) We say that a point (η, a) ∈ Σ(H) is a crossing if there are two different

[z1, w1], [z2, w2] ∈ CritAH(η) with

a = AH(η)([z1, w1]) = AH(η)([z2, w2])

µH(η)([z1, w1]) = µH(η)([z2, w2])

and a nondegenerate crossing if it has the property that the correspond-
ing branches intersect transversely. We denote by

Crossnd(H) ⊂ [0, 1]

the set of nondegenerate crossings. If there are exactly one such nonde-
generate crossing at η, modulo the action of Γ, whose associated pair
of critical points [zi, wi], i = 1, 2 in addition, we call the crossing a
generic crossing.

We note that due to the action of Γ on the Cerf diagram, the set Crossnd(H)
is a countable infinite subset of [0, 1]. We like to emphasize that Crossnd(H)
does not include the points (η, a) with a = AH(η)([z1, w1]) = AH(η)([z2, w2])
with different Conley-Zehnder indices. There exists a natural fiberwise action
of the group Γ on Σ(H) under the projection

π1 : Σ(H) ⊂ [0, 1] × R → [0, 1].

With these definitions, we prove the following structure theorem of the Cerf
bifurcation diagram for a generic homotopy H.

Theorem 3.7. Let H1, H2 be two nondegenerate Hamiltonians. Then there

exists a dense subset

PCerf(Hm(M);H0, H1) ⊂ Preg(Hm(M);H0, H1) ⊂ P(Hm(M);H0, H1)

such that for any element H ∈ PCerf(Hm(M);H0, H1) its associated Cerf di-

agram Σ(H) satisfies the following list of the properties:
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(1) Σ(H) is the projection of the one-manifold Z(H), with boundary con-

tained in π−1
1 (Ω̃0(M) × {0, 1} × R).

(2) All the crossings are nondegenerate and unique modulo the action of Γ.

(3) There is exactly one cusp point (η, a) unique, modulo the action of Γ,

corresponding to each point η ∈ Sing(H).
(4) Sing(H) ∩ Crossnd(H) = ∅.

Proof. We denote the diagonal subset of Ω0(M) × Ω0(M) by ∆, and let

∆̃ := π−1(∆) ⊂ Ω̃0(M) × Ω̃0(M)

be its lifting to Ω̃0(M) × Ω̃0(M) under the projection map

Ω̃0(M) × Ω̃0(M) → Ω0(M) × Ω0(M).

We consider the spaces

L̃2(M) := (Ω̃0(M) × Ω̃0(M)) \ ∆̃

and

L̃2(M) × P(Hm(M);H1, H2) × [0, 1] =: Υ̃.

There is a natural product action by Γ × Γ on the product Ω̃0(M) × Ω̃0(M),

which preserves the subset L̃2(M).
We define the map

Ψ̃ : Υ̃ → T (L̃2(M)) × [0, 1]× R

by

(3.25)
Ψ̃([z1, w1], [z2, w2],H, η) =

(
ż1 −XH(η)(z1), ż2 −XH(η)(z2), η,

AH(η)([z1, w1]) −AH(η)([z2, w2])
)
.

Note that there is a canonical identification

T (L̃2(M)) × [0, 1] × R ∼= T (L2(M)) × [0, 1] × R

as before and so we assume the image of Ψ̃ lies T (L2(M)) × [0, 1] × R. The

image of the map Ψ̃ is invariant under the diagonal action Γ on Υ̃ and so pushes
down to the map

(3.26) Ψ : Υ → T (L2(M)) × [0, 1] × R,

where Υ := Υ̃/Γdiag. In general Υ is not Hausdorff. Note that the quotient
group

Γquot := (Γ × Γ)/Γdiag

naturally acts on the domain and on the range of the map Ψ, with respect to
which Ψ is equivariant: the action of (A1, A2) ∈ Γ×Γ on T (L2(M))× [0, 1]×R
is given by

(3.27) (ξ, η, a) 7→ (ξ, η, a− ω(A1#A2)).
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It follows, again by a standard calculation of the linearization of Ψ̃, Ψ is trans-
verse to

oTL2(M) × [0, 1] × {0} ⊂ TL2(M) × [0, 1] × R.

In particular, we know that

(3.28) W := Ψ−1(oTL2(M) × [0, 1] × {0})

is a smooth submanifold of Υ.
Now we consider the projection

Π : W ⊂ Υ → P(Hm(M);H1, H2).

One can check that this is a Fredholm map of index 0. By the Sard-Smale
theorem, there is a dense subset of H’s such that as long as it is non-empty,

Π−1(H) =: W (H)

is a smooth zero dimensional manifold.
Furthermore by the dimension counting argument, one proves that the phe-

nomena of multiple (with multiplicity more than 2) crossing or of having a
nonempty intersection Sing(H) ∩ Crossnd(H) 6= ∅ generically have negative
codimension and so can be avoided over a residual subset of P(Hm(M);H1, H2),
which we denote by Pgc(Hm(M);H1, H2).

Now consider the map

p : W (H) ⊂ L̃2(M) × [0, 1] → [0, 1]× R

defined by

(3.29) ([z1, w1], [z2, w2], η) →
(
η,AH(η)([z1, w1])

)

for which the diagram

W (H) −→ [0, 1] × R
↓ ↓

[0, 1] ≡ [0, 1]

commutes, and is equivariant under the action of Γdiag on W (H), and the
action (3.15). The image of p is precisely the set of crossings in the Cerf
diagram Σ(H). Now the theorem follows by making a choice of any homotopy
H from PCerf(Hm(M);H1, H2). �

For the completeness’s sake, we would like to consider the slopes of the
branches at a crossing. Note that nondegenerate crossing implies that their
slopes are different.

Suppose that [zη, wη] locally parameterizes a branch at η = η0. The slope
of the branch at η is given by

d

dη

(
AH(η)([zη, wη])

)
.
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Using the fact that zη is a Hamiltonian periodic orbit of H(η), we compute

(3.30)

d

dη

(
AH(η)([zη, wη])

)
= dAH(η)([zη, wη]) −

∫ 1

0

∂H

∂η
(t, zη(t)) dt

= −

∫ 1

0

∂H

∂η
(t, zη(t)) dt.

We remark that the slopes of the branches of periodic orbits are the same as

those of their liftings to Ω̃0(M).

Definition 3.8. Suppose that Hα, Hβ are two nondegenerate Hamiltonians.
We call a homotopy H between them a Cerf homotopy or a Cerf family if H
satisfies the properties described in Theorem 3.7 and in Proposition 3.8. We
call a point

η ∈ [0, 1] \ Sing(H)

Cerf regular.

By definition, we have

PCerf(Hm(M);H1, H2) := Preg(Hm(M);H1, H2) ∩ Pgc(Hm(M);H1, H2).

From now on, we will always assume that H is a Cerf homotopy, unless other-
wise stated.

For the later purpose, we introduce a concept of sub-homotopy, which will
play a crucial role in our proof of the spectrality.

Definition 3.9. For each given pair η1 < η2 ∈ [0, 1], we consider the homotopy
Hη1η2 of H between H(η1) and H(η2) defined by the reparameterization

(3.31) Hη1η2 : s 7→ Hs = H((1 − s)η1 + sη2).

We call any such a homotopy Hη1η2 a sub-homotopy of H. When η1 > η2, we
define the corresponding sub-homotopy by

Hη1η2 := (H−1)η2η1 ,

where H−1 is the time reversal homotopy defined by

H−1 : η 7→ H(1 − η).

§4. Sub-homotopies and transversality

4.1. Definition of the Floer boundary map, re-visited

Suppose H is a nondegenerate one-periodic Hamiltonian function and J be
a one-periodic one-parameter family of compatible almost complex structure.
We denote by

jω = C∞([0, 1],Jω)

the set of such families of almost complex structures. We first recall the con-
struction of the Floer boundary map and the transversality conditions needed
to define the Floer homology HF∗(H, J) of the pair. We will also add some
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novel elements in the exposition of the construction, which are needed for our
formulation of the transversality problem of sub-homotopies.

The following definition is useful for the later discussion.

Definition 4.1. Let z, z′ ∈ Per(H). We denote by π2(z, z
′) the set of homo-

topy classes of smooth maps

u : [0, 1] × S1 := T → M

relative to the boundary

u(0, t) = z(t), u(1, t) = z′(t).

We denote by [u] ∈ π2(z, z
′) its homotopy class and by C a general element in

π2(z, z
′).

We define by π2(z) to be the set of relative homotopy classes of the maps

w : D2 →M ; w|∂D2 = z.

We note that there is a natural action of π2(M) on π2(z) and π2(z, z
′) by the

obvious operation of a ‘gluing a sphere’. Furthermore there is a natural map
of C ∈ π2(z, z

′)

(·)#C : π2(z) → π2(z
′)

induced by the gluing map

w 7→ w#u.

More specifically we will define the map w#u : D2 → M in the polar coordi-
nates (r, θ) of D2 by the formula

(4.1) w#u : (r, θ) =

{
w(2r, θ) for 0 ≤ r ≤ 1

2

w(2r − 1, θ) for 1
2 ≤ r ≤ 1

once and for all. There is also the natural gluing map

π2(z0, z1) × π2(z1, z2) → π2(z0, z2)

(u1, u2) 7→ u1#u2.

We also explicitly represent the map u1#u2 : T →M in the standard way once
and for all similarly to (4.1).

Definition 4.2. We define the relative Conley-Zehnder index of C ∈ π2(z, z
′)

by

(4.2) µH(z, z′;C) = µH([z, w]) − µH([z′, w#C])

for a (and so any) representative u : [0, 1]×S1×M of the class C. We will also
write µH(C), when there is no danger of confusion on the boundary condition.

It is easy to see that the right hand side of (4.2) does not depend on the
choice of bounding disc w of z, and so the function

µH : π2(z, z
′) → Z
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is well-defined.

Remark 4.3. In fact, the function µH : π2(z, z
′) → Z can be defined without

assuming z0, z1 being contractible, as long as z0 and z1 lie in the same com-
ponent of Ω(M): For any given map u : T → M , choose a marked symplectic
trivialization

Φ : u∗TM → T × R2n

that satisfies

Φ ◦ Φ−1|[0,1]×{1} = id.

We know that z0(t) = φt
H(p0) and z1(t) = φt

H(p1) for p0, p1 ∈ Fix(φ1
H). Then

we have two maps

αΦ,i : [0, 1] → Sp(2n), i = 0, 1

such that

Φ ◦ dφt
H(pi) ◦ Φ−1(i, t, v) = (i, t, αΦ,i(t)v)

for v ∈ R2n and t ∈ [0, 1]. By the nondegeneracy of H , the maps αΦ,i define
elements in SP ∗(1). (See the Appendix A.1 for the definition of SP ∗(1).) Then
we define

µH(z, z′;C) := µCZ(αΦ,0) − µCZ(αΦ,1).

It is easy to check that this definition does not depend on the choice of marked
symplectic trivializations.

We now denote by

M(H, J ; z, z′;C)

the set finite energy solutions of

(4.3)
∂u

∂τ
+ J

(∂u
∂t

−XH(u)
)

= 0

with the asymptotic condition and the homotopy condition

(4.4) u(−∞) = z, u(∞) = z′; [u] = C.

Here we remark that although u is a priori defined on R × S1, it can be com-
pactified into a continuous map u : [0, 1] × S1 → M with the corresponding
boundary condition due to the exponential decay property of solutions u of
(4.3), recalling we assume H is nondegenerate. We will call u the compactified

map of u. By some abuse of notation, we will also denote by [u] the class
[u] ∈ π2(z, z

′) of the compactified map u.
We now recall that the Floer boundary map

∂(H,J);CFk+1(H) → CFk(H)

is defined under the following conditions. (See [8], [10].)

Definition 4.4 (The boundary map). Let H be nondegenerate. Suppose that
J satisfies the following conditions:
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(1) For any pair (z0, z1) ⊂ Per(H) satisfying

µH(z0, z1;C) = µH([z0, w0]) − µH([z1, w0#C]) = 0,

M (H, J ; z0, z1;C) = ∅ unless z0 = z1 and C = 0. When z0 = z1 and
C = 0, the only solutions are the stationary solution, i.e., u(τ) ≡ z0 =
z1 for all τ ∈ R.

(2) For any pair (z0, z1) ⊂ Per(H) and a homotopy class C ∈ π2(z0, z1)
satisfying

µH(z0, z1;C) = 1,

M(H, J ; z0, z1;C)/R is transverse and compact and so a finite set. We
denote

n(H, J ; z0, z1;C) = #(M(H, J ; z0, z1;C)/R)

the algebraic count of the elements of the space M(H, J ; z0, z1;C)/R.
We set n(H, J ; z0, z1 : C) = 0 otherwise.

(3) For any pair (z0, z2) ⊂ Per(H) and C ∈ π2(z0, z2) satisfying

µH(z0, z2;C) = 2,

M(H, J ; z0, z2;C)/R can be compactified into a smooth one-manifold
with boundary comprising the collection of the broken trajectories

[u1]#∞[u2],

where u1 ∈ M(H, J ; z0, y : C1) and u2 ∈ M(H, J ; y, z2 : C2) for all
possible y ∈ Per(H) and C1 ∈ π2(z0, y), C2 ∈ π2(y, z2) satisfying

C1#C2 = C; [u1] ∈ M(H, J ; z0, y;C1)/R, [u2] ∈ M(H, J ; y, z2;C2)/R

and

µH(z0, y;C1) = µH(y, z2;C2) = 1.

Here we denote by [u] the equivalence class represented by u.

We call any such J H-regular and call any such pair (H, J) Floer regular.

The upshot is that for a Floer regular pair (H, J) the Floer boundary map

∂ = ∂(H,J) : CF∗(H) → CF∗(H)

is defined and satisfies ∂∂ = 0 and so the Floer homology HF (H, J) :=
ker ∂/im ∂ is defined. For any given nondegenerate H , the set of H-regular
J ’s is dense in jω under the assumption of semi-positivity. (See [8], [10] for the
proof.) We denote by

jreg
ω (H) ⊂ jω = C∞([0, 1],Jω)

the set of H-regular J ’s.
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4.2. Definition of the Floer chain map, re-visited

Now we study the Floer regularity of the triple (H, j; ρ). We need to study
an intermediate problem. Consider the pair (HR, jR) of maps

HR : R → C∞
m ([0, 1] ×M) := Hm(M)

jR : R → jω

that are asymptotically constant, i.e., such that there exists R > 0 such that

H(τ) ≡ H(±∞), j(τ) ≡ j(±∞)

for τ with |τ | ≥ R. To each such a pair, we associate non-autonomous analog
to (4.3) still with the condition (4.4).

Definition 4.5 (The chain map). We say that (HR, jR) is Floer regular if the
following holds:

(1) For any pair z0 ∈ Per(H0) and z1 ⊂ Per(H1) satisfying

µHR
(z0, z1;C) = 0,

M(HR, jR; z0, z1;C) is transverse and compact, and so a finite set. We
denote

n(HR, jR; z0, z1;C) = #(M(HR, jR; z0, z1;C))

the algebraic count of the elements in M(HR, jR; z0, z1;C). We set
n(HR, jR; z0, z1 : C) = 0 otherwise.

(2) For any pair z0 ∈ Per(H0) and z1 ∈ Per(H1) satisfying

µHR
(z0, z2;C) = 1,

M(H, J ; z0, z2;C) is transverse and can be compactified into a smooth
one-manifold with boundary comprising the collection of the broken
trajectories

u1#∞u2,

where

(u1, u2) ∈M(HR, jR; z0, y : C1) ×M(H(∞), J(∞); y, z2 : C2);

µHR
(z0, y;C1) = 0, µH(y, z2;C2) = 1

or

(u1, u2) ∈M(H(−∞), J(−∞); z0, y : C1) ×M(HR, jR; y, z2 : C1);

µHR
(z0, y;C1) = 1, µH(y, z2;C2) = 0

and C1#C2 = C for all possible such y ∈ Per(H) and C1 ∈ π2(z0, y),
C2 ∈ π2(y, z2).

We say that (HR, jR) are Floer regular if it satisfies these conditions.

Again for any fixed HR, the residual property of jR’s for which (HR, jR) are
regular is well-known for the semi-positive case. (See [8], [10].)
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Now suppose that H is a homotopy connecting two nondegenerate Hamilto-
nians H0 and H1. We denote

P(jω) := C∞([0, 1], jω)

the set of smooth one-parameter family j = {J(s)}0≤s≤1 with J(s) ∈ jω. We
define a function ρ : R → [0, 1] of the type

ρ(τ) =

{
0 for τ ≤ −R

1 for τ ≥ R

for some R > 0. We call ρ a monotone cut-off function if it satisfies ρ′(τ) ≥ 0
for all τ ’s in addition.

Each such pair (H, j) and a cut-off function ρ define a pair

HR = Hρ, jR = jρ,

where Hρ is the reparameterized homotopy Hρ = {Hρ}τ∈R defined by

τ 7→ Hρ(τ, t, x) = H(ρ(τ), t, x).

We call Hρ the ρ-elongation of H or the ρ-elongated homotopy of H. The
same definition applies to j. Therefore such a triple (H, j; ρ) associates the
non-autonomous equation

(4.5)

{
∂u
∂τ

+ Jρ(τ)
(

∂u
∂t

−XHρ(τ)(u)
)

= 0

limτ→−∞ u(τ) = z−, limτ→∞ u(τ) = z+

with the boundary condition

(4.6) u(−∞) = z0, u(∞) = z1.

We denote by

M((H, j; ρ); z0, z1;C)

the set of finite energy solutions of (4.5)-(4.6) satisfying the topological con-
dition [u] = C in π2(z0, z1). We say that (H, j; ρ) is Floer regular if the ρ-
elongation (Hρ, jρ) is Floer regular in the sense of Definition 4.5.

4.3. Transversality of sub-homotopies

With these preparations, we now launch our main study of the transversality
question on the sub-homotopies of a given pair (H, j).

Let H be a Cerf homotopy and j ∈ P(jω) be given. As for the homotopy H
of Hamiltonian functions, we define the sub-homotopy jηη′ by

(4.7) s ∈ [0, 1] 7→ J((1 − s)η + sη′)

for each given 0 ≤ η ≤ η′ ≤ 1. When η > η′, we define

jηη′ := (j−1)η′η.
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The main purpose of the present section is to study the question whether one
can define the Floer chain map

h(ηη′;ρ) : CF∗(H(η)) → CF∗(H(η′))

for sufficiently many points of η′ ∈ [0, 1], when there are given a generic homo-
topy (H, j) and a Cerf regular point η ∈ [0, 1].

The following theorem is the main theorem in that regard.

Theorem 4.6. Let H ∈ PCerf(Hm(M);Hα, Hβ) be a Cerf homotopy connect-

ing two nondegenerate Hamiltonians Hα, Hβ. Let Ji, i = α, β (Hi, Ji) be Floer

regular and fix a cut-off function ρ : R → [0, 1]. Then we have the following:

(1) There exists a dense subset

Ptran(jω;H) ⊂ P(jω)

such that for any element j from Ptran(jω;H) there exists a residual

subset of [0, 1] containing {0, 1}, denoted by

I(H, j) ⊂ [0, 1],

at each point η of which the pair (H(η), J(η)) is Floer regular.

(2) For any η ∈ I(H, j), there exists a residual subset

Psub(jω ,H; η) ⊂ Ptran(jω ;H)

such that for any j ∈ Psub(jω;H; η) there exists a residual subset

I(H, j; η) ⊂ I(H, j) ⊂ [0, 1]

such that for any η′ ∈ I(H, j; η) the triple

(Hηη′ , jηη′ ; ρ)

is Floer regular and hence the Floer chain map

h(Hηη′ ,jηη′ ;ρ) := h(Hρ

ηη′
,jρ

ηη′
) : CF∗(H0) → CF∗(H1)

is defined and satisfies

h(Hηη′ ,jηη′ ;ρ) ◦ ∂(Hα,Jα) = ∂(Hβ ,Jβ) ◦ h(Hηη′ ,jηη′ ;ρ).

The rest of the section will be occupied by the proof of this theorem. We
fix a Cerf homotopy H and a cut-off function ρ.

We consider the case (1) first. For each fixed z0 ∈ Per(H0) and z1 ∈ Per(H1),
and a class C ∈ π2(z0, z1), we consider the space

C∞(z0, z1;C) := {u : R × S1 →M | u satisfies (4.6) and E(H,J)(u) <∞}

and its W 1,p-completion with respect to a suitably weighted Sobolev norm on
C∞(z0, z1;C). (See [5].) We denote the corresponding weighted W 1,p-space as

W 1,p(z0, z1;C).
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Then we consider the assignment

(4.8) (u, J) 7→
∂u

∂τ
+ Jρ(τ)

(∂u
∂t

−XHρ(τ)(u)
)

as a section of a vector bundle E(z0, z1;C) over W 1,p(z0, z1;C)×jω whose fiber
is given by

Lp(z0, z1;C) := Lp
(
Λ0,1(u∗TM)

)
.

We denote this section by

(4.9) ∂H : W 1,p(z0, z1;C) × jω → E(z0, z1;C),

and denote by 0 the zero section of the vector bundle E(z0, z1;C). Then it is
well-known [5], [8] that the covariant linearization of ∂H is surjective and so
the zero set

(4.10) M(H ; z0, z1;C) := (∂H)−1(0) ⊂W 1,p(z0, z1;C) × jω

is a smooth submanifold whose image is indeed contained in C∞(z0, z1;C)×jω.
Furthermore the projection

(4.11) Π(H;z0,z1;C) : M(H ; z0, z1;C) → jω

is a Fredholm map of index µH(C). By the Sard-Smale theorem, the set
jreg
ω (H) ⊂ jω is a residual subset and so dense.

To prove (1), we consider j : [0, 1] → jω with j(0) = J0 and j(1) = J1. Then
applying the Sard-Smale theorem, it is enough to consider the set of smooth
paths j : [0, 1] → jω that are transverse to Π(H;z0,z1;C) for all triple (z0, z1;C).
Since H is assumed to be nondegenerate, there are only finitely many pairs
(z0, z1) and so only countably many possible triples (z0, z1;C). We denote by

Ptran(jω;H)

the set of such j = {J(η)}0≤η≤1. Then

M(H, j; z0, z1;C) :=
⋃

η∈[0,1]

M(H(η), J(η); z0, z1;C) ⊂ [0, 1] ×W 1,p(z0, z1;C)

is a smooth manifold of dimension µH(C) + 1. There is a canonical projection

πj : M(H, j; z0, z1;C) → [0, 1].

By the classical Sard theorem, the set of regular values of πj , denoted by
I(H, j) ⊂ [0, 1], is residual and so dense. This finishes the proof of (1).

For the proof of (2), we first note that there is a natural map

Subη : P(jω) × [0, 1] → P(jω)

defined by taking the sub-homotopy

(4.12) Subη(j, η′) = jηη′ ; jηη′(s) := j((1 − s)η + sη′).

We need to study Floer regularity of the triple

(Hηη′ , jηη′ ; ρ).
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Fix an element j ∈ Ptran(jω;H). Note that by Definition 4.5, the triple
(Hηη, jηη; ρ) is Floer regular if j ∈ Ptrans(jω ;H) and if the corresponding
moduli spaces satisfying

M((Hηη, jηη; ρ); z, z′;C) = ∅

except when z = z′ and C = 0. In particular, the are only a finite number of
moduli spaces to consider, each of which consists of a single stationary element.

Since the structure of the set Per(H(η′)) will vary as η′ changes, we need
to find a way of encoding the asymptotic conditions of (4.5) corresponding
to (Hηη′ , jηη′) as η′ varies. For example it may experience bifurcations as η′

changes. Here enters again the property of Cerf homotopy H in a crucial way.
We partition [0, 1] into

0 = s0 < s1 < s2 < · · · < sk1 = 1,

where Sing(H) = {s1, . . . , sk}, and denote In = (sn−1, sn). Since a bifurcation
of periodic orbits occurs only at the points sn, we can smoothly parameterize
Per(H(η)) on each In. For each given pair (n, n′) and a pair of points (η, η′) ∈
In × In′ , we denote by (z, z′) the pair of branches z = z(η) for η ∈ In and
z′ = z′(η′) for η ∈ In′ . For each given such a pair, we denote by

(4.13) Mn′

n ((Hηη , jηη; ρ); z, z′;C)

the corresponding moduli space of solutions of (4.5). Therefore we need to
consider only a finite number of possibilities. To study the transversality of
(4.13), we need to set up the Fredholm theory for each given (n, n′; z, z′) and
a given C ∈ π2(z, z

′).
Let η ∈ [0, 1] be given and η ∈ In, and fix another interval In′ . We consider

the assignment

(4.14) ∂(H;η) : (u, j, η′) 7→ ∂(Hηη′ ,jηη′ ;ρ)(u)

for η′ ∈ In′ . The linearization is surjective as before and so the universal moduli
space

(∂(H;η))
−1(0) =: Mn′

n (H; ρ; z, z′;C)

is a smooth submanifold of

C∞(R × S1; z, z′;C) × P(jω) × In′ .

The projection map

ΠH : Mn′

n (H; ρ; z, z′;C) → P(jω)

is a Fredholm map of index µHηη′
(C) + 1 in general. We need to study the

cases µHηη′(C) = 0 and µHηη′
(C) = 1. We will provide the details only for the

case µHηη′
(C) = 0 and leave the other case to the readers.

Again by the Sard-Smale theorem, the regular values of ΠH is residual for
each choice of (n′, z′;C) with C ∈ π2(z, z

′). We define by

Psub(jω;H; η)
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the intersection of the sets of regular values over all possible (n′, z′;C) and
Ptran(jω ;H). Certainly we have

Psub(jω ;H; η) ⊂ Ptran(jω ;H)

and is a residual subset of P(jω), since there are only countably many choices
of (n′, z′;C).

By the definition of Psub(jω;H; η), the preimage

(4.15) Π−1
H (j) =

⋃

η′∈In′

Mn′

n ((Hηη′ , jηη′ ; ρ); z, z′;C) ⊂ C∞(z, z′;C) × In′

is a smooth manifold of dimension 1 for each given n′, which forms a fibration
over In′ . We denote by

(4.16) πn′

n : Π−1
H (j) → In′

the natural projection map. Denote by Ireg
n′ [n] the set of regular values of πn′

n .
Then we have only to define I(H, j; η) to the union

I(H, j; η) :=

k1⋃

n′=1

Ireg
n′ [n].

This proves the proof of (2) and so the theorem.
Similar discussion applies to the case µHηη′

(C) = 1 and omitted.

§5. Composition law of Floer’s chain maps, re-visited

In this section, we will re-examine the well-known composition raw

(5.1) hαγ = hβγ ◦ hαβ

of the Floer’s canonical isomorphism [8]

(5.2) hαβ : HF∗(Hα) → HF∗(Hβ).

We first carefully review this construction in the chain level. Although the
isomorphism (5.2) in homology depends only on the end Hamiltonians Hα and
Hβ , the corresponding chain map depends on the homotopy H = {H(η)}0≤η≤1

between Hα and Hβ , and also on the homotopy j = {J(η)}0≤η≤1. Let us fix
nondegenerate Hamiltonians Hα, Hβ and a homotopy H between them. We
also fix a homotopy j = {J(η)}0≤η≤1 of compatible almost complex structures
and a cut-off function ρ : R → [0, 1]. The Floer chain map is defined by
considering the non-autonomous equation

(5.3)

{
∂u
∂τ + Jρ(τ)

(
∂u
∂t −XHρ(τ)(u)

)
= 0

limτ→−∞ u(τ) = z−, limτ→∞ u(τ) = z+

with the condition that w+ and w−#u are homotopic to each other relative to
the boundary. We denote this condition by

(5.4) w+ ∼ w−#u.
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One consequence of (5.4) is

[z+, w+] = [z+, w−#u] in Γ

but the latter is a much weaker condition than the former. The asymptotic
condition with (5.4) is equivalent to (4.6) corresponding to the class C = [u].

Considering any such solution u as a path in the covering space Ω̃0(M), we
will also write the asymptotic condition as

(5.5) lim
τ→−∞

u(τ) = [z−, w−], lim
τ→∞

u(τ) = [z+, w+].

h(H,j;ρ) has degree 0 and satisfies

(5.6) ∂(J1,H1) ◦ h(H,j;ρ) = h(H,j;ρ) ◦ ∂(J0,H0).

In general two such maps h(H,j;ρ1) and h(H,j;ρ2) are chain homotopic to each
other in the sense of (5.7) below. In the end of this section, we will carefully
study the dependance of this chain map on the cut-off functions.

Remark 5.1. One may directly consider the R-family of Hamiltonians that are
asymptotically constant as some literature do, which may remove the addi-
tional choice ρ in the construction and be more natural in the point of view of
Hamiltonian fibrations. However in this paper we prefer to use our approach
because the usual homotopy is defined over [0, 1]. Composing the homotopy
with the cut-off function ρ : R → [0, 1] automatically makes the corresponding
elongated homotopy asymptotically constant, which is a necessary requirement
for the many parts of analysis of the perturbed Cauchy-Riemann equation:
e.g., the gluing theorem and the index theorem of the solutions of the per-
turbed Cauchy-Riemann equation. In fact, using the cut-off function, we can
consider the elongation of the sub-homotopy Hηη′ of a given homotopy (H, j)
in one step by considering the functions ρ of the type satisfying

ρ(τ) =

{
η for τ ≤ −R

η′ for τ ≥ R

η ≤ ρ(τ) ≤ η′.

We will elaborate this point elsewhere.
When we are given a homotopy (j,H) of homotopies with j = {jκ}, H =

{Hκ}, we also define the elongations Hρ of Hκ by a homotopy of cut-off func-
tions ρ = {ρκ}: we have

Hρ = {Hρκ
κ }0≤κ≤1.

Consideration of the parameterized version of (5.3) for 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1 defines the
chain homotopy map

HH : CF∗(Hα) → CF∗(Hβ)

which has degree +1 and satisfies

(5.7) h(j1,H1;ρ1) − h(j0,H0:ρ0) = ∂(J1,H1) ◦HH +HH ◦ ∂(J0,H0).
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Again the map HH depends on the choice of a homotopy j and ρ = {ρκ}0≤κ≤1

connecting the two functions ρ0, ρ1. Therefore we will denote

HH = H(H,j;ρ).

(5.7) in particular proves that two such chain maps (5.2) for different homo-
topies (j0,H0; ρ0) and (j1,H1; ρ1) connecting the same end points are chain
homotopic [8] and so proves that the isomorphism (5.2) in homology is inde-
pendent of the homotopies (H, j) or of ρ.

Now we re-examine the equation (5.3). The key analytic fact in the proof of
(5.6) or (5.7) is an a priori upper bound of the energy

E(H,j;ρ)(u) :=
1

2

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ 1

0

(∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ(τ)
+

∣∣∣
∂u

∂t
−XHρ(τ)(u)

∣∣∣
2

Jρ(τ)

)
dt dτ

for the solutions u of (5.3) with (5.4). In this respect, we recall the following
standard identity.

Lemma 5.2. Let (H, j) be any pair as above, not necessarily generic. Suppose

that u satisfies (5.3), has finite energy and satisfies

lim
j→∞

u(τ−j ) = [z−, w−], lim
j→∞

u(τ+
j ) = [z+, w+]

for some sequences τ±j with τ−j → −∞ and τ+
j → ∞. Then we have

(5.8)

AF ([z+, w+]) −AH([z−, w−])

= −

∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ1(τ)
−

∫ ∞

−∞

ρ′(τ)

∫ 1

0

(∂Hs

∂s

∣∣∣
s=ρ(τ)

(t, u(τ, t))
)
dt dτ

Corollary 5.3. Let (H, j) and u be as in Lemma 5.2.

(1) Suppose that ρ is monotone in addition. Then we have

(5.9)

AF ([z+, w+]) −AH([z−, w−]) ≤ −

∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ1(τ)
+

∫ 1

0

−min
x, s

(∂Hs
t

∂s

)
dt

(5.10) ≤

∫ 1

0

−min
x, s

(∂Hs
t

∂s

)
dt.

And (5.10) can be rewritten as the upper bound for the energy

(5.11)

∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ1(τ)
≤ AH([z+, w+]) −AF ([z−, w−])

+

∫ 1

0

−min
x, s

(∂Hs
t

∂s

)
dt.

(2) For a general ρ, we instead have

(5.12)

AF ([z+, w+]) −AH([z−, w−]) ≤ −

∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ1(τ)
+

∫ 1

0

max
x, s

∣∣∣
∂Hs

t

∂s

∣∣∣ dt
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(5.13) ≤

∫ 1

0

max
x, s

∣∣∣
∂Hs

t

∂s

∣∣∣ dt.

And (5.13) can be rewritten as the upper bound for the energy

(5.14)

∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ1(τ)
≤ AH([z+, w+]) −AF ([z−, w−])

+

∫ 1

0

max
x, s

∣∣∣
∂Hs

t

∂s

∣∣∣ dt.

Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of (5.8) and omitted. �

Here we would like to emphasize that the upper estimates (5.10)-(5.11) or
(5.13)-(5.14) do not depend on the choice of j or of ρ, but depend only on the
homotopy H itself.

Motivated by the upper estimate (5.10), we introduce the following definition

Definition 5.4. Let H = {H(s)}0≤s≤1 be a homotopy of Hamiltonians. We
define the negative part of the variation and the positive part of the variation

of H by

E−(H) :=

∫ 1

0

−min
x, s

(∂Hs
t

∂s

)
dt.

E+(H) :=

∫ 1

0

max
x, s

(∂Hs
t

∂s

)
dt.

And we define the total variation E(H) of H by

E(H) = E−(H) + E+(H).

If we denote by H−1 the time reversal of H, i.e., the homotopy given by

H−1 : s ∈ [0, 1] 7→ H1−s,

then we have the identity

E±(H−1) = E∓(H) and E(H−1) = E(H).

With these definitions, applied to a pair (H, j) such that their ends H(0) and
H(1) are nondegenerate, the a priori energy estimate (5.11) can be written as

(5.15)

∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ(τ)
≤ −AF ([z+, w+]) + AH([z−, w−]) +E−(H)

for a monotone ρ, and (5.14) as

(5.16)

∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ(τ)
≤ −AF ([z+, w+]) + AH([z−, w−]) +E(H)

for a general ρ.
Note that when H is the linear homotopy

Hlin : s 7→ (1 − s)H1 + sH2
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between H1 and H2, E
±(H) and E(H) just become E±(H2 −H1), and ‖H2 −

H1‖, respectively: We recall the definitions

E−(H) =

∫ 1

0

−min
x
Ht dt, E+(H) =

∫ 1

0

max
x

Ht dt

‖H‖ = E+(H) + E−(H) =

∫ 1

0

(max
x

Ht − min
x
Ht) dt.

Therefore, taking the infimum of E(H) over all H with fixed end points H(0) =
H0 and H(1) = H1, we have the inequality

inf
H

{
E(H) | H(0) = H0, H(1) = H1

}
≤ ‖H1 −H0‖

which is a strict inequality in general. It seems to be an interesting problem to
investigate the geometric meaning of the quantity in the left hand side. This
will be a subject of the future study.

Next, we consider the triple

(Hα, Hβ, Hγ)

of Hamiltonians and homotopies H1, H2 connecting from Hα to Hβ and Hβ to
Hγ respectively. We define their concatenation H1#H2 = {H3(s)}1≤s≤1 by

H3(s) =

{
H1(2s) 0 ≤ s ≤ 1

2

H2(2s− 1) 1
2 ≤ s ≤ 1.

From the definition of E± and E for the homotopy H above, we immediately
have the following lemma

Lemma 5.5. All E± and E are additive under the concatenation of homo-

topies. In other words, for any triple (Hα, Hβ , Hγ) and homotopies H1, H2 as

above, we have

E±(H1#H2) = E±(H1) + E±(H2).

The same additivity holds for E.

Next we note that due to the choice of the cut-off function ρ, the continuity
equation (5.3) is autonomous for the region |τ | > R, i.e., is invariant under the
translation by τ . When we are given a triple (Hα, Hβ , Hγ), this fact enables
us to glue solutions of two such equations corresponding to the pairs (Hα, Hβ)
and (Hβ , Hγ) respectively.

Now a more precise explanation is in order. For a given pair of cut-off
functions

ρ = (ρ1, ρ2)

and a positive number R > 0, we define an elongated homotopy of H1#H2

H1#(ρ;R)H2 = {H(ρ;R)(τ)}−∞<τ<∞
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by

(5.17) H(ρ;R)(τ, t, x) =

{
H1(ρ1(τ + 2R), t, x) τ ≤ 0

H2(ρ2(τ − 2R), t, x) τ ≥ 0.

Note that

(5.18) H(ρ;R) ≡






Hα for τ ≤ −(R1 + 2R)

Hβ for −R ≤ τ ≤ R

Hγ for τ ≥ R2 + 2R

for some sufficiently large R1, R2 > 0 depending on the cut-off functions ρ1, ρ2

and the homotopies H1, H2 respectively. In particular this elongated homotopy

is always smooth, even when the usual glued homotopy H1#H2 may not be so.

We define the elongated homotopy j1#(ρ;R)j2 of j1#j2 in a similar way.
For an elongated homotopy (j1#(ρ;R)j2,H1#(ρ,R)H2), we consider the asso-

ciated perturbed Cauchy-Riemann equation

(5.19)

{
∂u
∂τ

+ J
ρ(τ)
3

(
∂u
∂t

−X
H

ρ(τ)
3

(u)
)

= 0

limτ→−∞ u(τ) = z−, limτ→∞ u(τ) = z+

with the condition (5.4). The following lemma will be used later.

Lemma 5.6. Let Hα, Hβ , Hγ be given, and let Hi for i = 1, 2 be homotopies

between them respectively. Fix a generic homotopies ji for i = 1, 2. For any

given pair ρ = (ρ1, ρ2) of monotone cut-off functions and a positive number

R > 0, we consider the elongated homotopy

j1#(ρ;R)j2 = {J(ρ;R)(τ)}τ∈R, H1#(ρ;R)H2 = {H(ρ;R)(τ)}τ∈R

defined as above, and the associated equation (5.19). Then for any finite energy

solution of (5.19), we have the inequality

(5.20) AHγ
(u(∞))−AHα

(u(−∞)) ≤ −

∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

J(ρ;R)(τ)
+(E−(H1)+E

−(H2)).

This can be rewritten also as an a priori energy bound

(5.21)

∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

J(ρ;R)(τ)
≤ −AHγ

(u(∞)) + AHα
(u(−∞))

+ (E−(H1) + E−(H2)).

Proof. This is a special case of Lemma 5.2 because

E−(H1#H2) = E−(H1) + E−(H2)

from Lemma 5.5, and H1#(ρ;R)H2 = {H(ρ;R)(τ)} itself is an elongation of the
homotopy H1#H2 corresponding to the cut-off function

(5.22) ρ(τ) =

{
1
2ρ1(τ + 2R) τ ≤ 0
1
2 + 1

2ρ2(τ − 2R) τ ≥ 0
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which remains monotone when ρ1, ρ2 are monotone. �

Now let u1 and u2 be given solutions of (5.3)-(5.4) associated to ρ1 and ρ2

respectively. If we define the pre-gluing map u1#Ru2 by the formula

u1#Ru2(τ, t) =

{
u1(τ + 2R, t) for τ ≤ −R

u2(τ − 2R, t) for τ ≥ R

and a suitable interpolation between them by a partition of unity on the region
−R ≤ τ ≤ R, the assignment defines a diffeomorphism

(5.23) (u1, u2, R) → u1#Ru2

from

M
(
j1,H1; [z1, w1], [z2, w2]

)
×M

(
j2,H2; [z2, w2], [z3, w3]

)
× (R0,∞)

onto its image, provided R0 is sufficiently large. Denote by ∂(H,j;ρ) the corre-
sponding perturbed Cauchy-Riemann operator

u 7→
∂u

∂τ
+ J

ρ(τ)
3

(∂u
∂t

−X
H

ρ(τ)
3

(u)
)

acting on the maps u satisfying the asymptotic condition imposed in (5.19) and
fixed homotopy condition [u] = C ∈ π2(z

−, z+). By perturbing u1#Ru2 by the
amount that is smaller than the error for u1#Ru2 to be a genuine solution, i.e.,
less than a weighted Lp-norm, for p > 2,

‖∂(H,j;ρ)(u1#(ρ;R)u2)‖p

in a suitable weighted W 1,p space of u’s (see [5, 6]), one can construct a unique
genuine solution near u1#Ru2. By an abuse of notation, we will denote this
genuine solution also by u1#Ru2. Then the corresponding map defines an
embedding

M
(
j1,H1; [z1, w1], [z2, w2]

)
×M

(
j2,H2; [z2, w2], [z3, w3]

)
× (R0,∞) →

→ M
(
j1#(ρ;R)j2,H1#(ρ;R)H2; [z1, w1], [z3, w3]

)
.

Especially when we have

µHβ
([z2, w2]) − µHα

([z1, w1]) = µHγ
([z3, w3]) − µHβ

([z2, w2]) = 0

both M(j1,H1; [z1, w1], [z2, w2]) and M(j2,H2; [z2, w2], [z3, w3]) are compact,
and so consist of a finite number of points. Furthermore the image of the above
mentioned embedding exhausts the ‘end’ of the

M
(
j1#(ρ;R)j2,H1#(ρ;R)H2; [z1, w1], [z3, w3]

)

and the boundary of its compactification consists of the broken trajectories

u1#(ρ;∞)u2 = u1#∞u2.
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This then proves the gluing identity

(5.24) hH1#(ρ;R)H2 = h(H1;ρ1) ◦ h(H2;ρ2)

(modulo any filtration order we want) for a sufficiently largeR > 0, suppressing
the j-dependence. Here we remind the readers that the homotopy H1#(ρ;R)H2

itself is an elongated homotopy of the glued homotopy H1#H2.
Now we study the chain map h(H,j;ρ) more closely, and compare the maps for

two different choices of the cut-off function ρ in relation to the level changes of
the transferred Floer cycles. Suppose that ρ1 and ρ2 are two cut-off functions.
We choose a one-parameter family

κ 7→ [0, 1] → (1 − κ)ρ1 + κρ2 := ρ(κ)

and consider the homotopy of homotopies of Hamiltonians

(κ, τ) 7→ H(ρ(κ)(τ), ·, ·).

By considering the family j and H associated to this homotopy, the chain
homotopy map H(j,H;ρ) is constructed by counting solutions of (5.3) at non-

regular, but parametrically regular parameters κ. We will elaborate this remark
in the proof of the following main result in this section.

Proposition 5.7. Let (H, j) be a given homotopy between (H0, J0) and

(H1, J1). Let ρ1, ρ2 be two cut-off functions and ρ be the homotopy (5.24) be-

tween them. Let (j,H) be the associated homotopy of homotopies over κ ∈ [0, 1].
Then we have

h(H,j;ρ1) − h(H,j;ρ2) = ∂(J1,H1) ◦H(H,j;ρ) +H(H,j;ρ) ◦ ∂(J0,H0).

Furthermore the inequality

(5.25) λH1 (H(H,j;ρ)(α)) ≤ λH0 (α) + E(H)

holds for any Floer cycle α of (J0, H0).

Proof. It remains to prove (5.25). The map H(j,H;ρ) is determined by the

number of the pairs
(κ, u)

(See [8]), where κ ∈ (0, 1) and u is a solution of
{

∂u
∂τ

+ Jρκ(τ)
(

∂u
∂t

−XHρκ(τ)(u)
)

= 0

limτ→−∞ u(τ) = z−, limτ→∞ u(τ) = z+

satisfying
w+ ∼ w−#u; µHκ

([u]) = −1.

Therefore we can estimate the level change

A(Hβ ,Jβ)([z
+, w+]) −A(Hα,Jα)([z

−, w−])

applying (5.8) for the function ρ = ρk = (1 − κ)ρ1 + κρ2. Once we have this,
(5.25) follows in the same way (5.16) was derived. This finishes the proof. �
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§6. Structure of Novikov Floer cycles in a Cerf family

In this section, we prove a general structure theorem, Theorem 6.9, of
Novikov Floer cycles for any Cerf homotopy H = {H(η)} of Hamiltonian func-
tions.

Let H be any one-periodic Hamiltonian and consider the perturbed Cauchy-
Riemann equation

(6.1)
∂u

∂τ
+ J

(∂u
∂t

−XH(u)
)

= 0

for a generic J . We call a solution u stationary if it is τ -independent. We define

A(J,H) := inf
{∫ ∣∣∣

∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

J

∣∣∣ u satisfies (6.1) and is not stationary
}
.

The positivity of A(J,H) is an easy consequence of the Gromov compactness
type theorem (see [19] for details of such a proof).

We also introduce the following invariant of a compact family K ⊂ Jω of
compatible almost complex structures. Let

K; [0, 1]n → Jω

be a n-parameter family in the C1-topology, and define A(ω;K) be the constant

(6.2) A(ω;K) = inf
κ∈[0,1]n

{
A(ω, J(κ))

}
.

This is always positive (see [19] for the proof in a similar context), and enjoys
the following lower semi-continuity property.

Proposition 6.1. A(ω;K) is lower semi-continuous in K. In other words,

for any given K and 0 < ǫ < A(ω;K), there exists some δ = δ(K, ǫ) > 0 such

that for any K ′ with ‖K ′ −K‖C1 ≤ δ we have

A(ω;K ′) ≥ A(ω;K) − ǫ.

Proof. The arguments used in the proof of this proposition is similar to the
one used in [19, Section 4].

Suppose to the contrary that there exists some 0 < ǫ < A(ω;K) for which
there are sequences δk → 0, Kk with ‖Kk −K‖C1 ≤ δk and

A(ω;Kk) < A(ω;K) − ǫ

for all k. By the definition of A(ω;Kk), this implies that there exist non-
constant Jk,tk

-holomorphic spheres wk for tk ∈ [0, 1] such that we have

(6.3) 0 < EJk,tk
(wk) < A(ω;K) − ǫ.
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By choosing a subsequence, we may assume that tk → t∞ ∈ [0, 1] and Jk,tk
→

Jt∞ in the C1-topology. By the energy bound (6.3) for wk and since Kk → K
in the C1 topology, we can produce a J∞-holomorphic map

w∞ =
∑

ℓ

w∞,ℓ

whose total energy satisfies

(6.4) EJt∞
(w∞) ≤ A(ω;K) − ǫ.

Then by definition of A(ω;K), (6.4) implies all the components of w∞ must be
constant. By choosing a subsequence if necessary, it follows that wk converges
to a constant map, say p ∈M , in the C1-topology, and also

lim
k→∞

EJk,tk
(wk) = 0.

In particular, the image of wk is contained in a (contractible) Darboux neigh-
borhood U of p and so we have

∫
w∗

kω = 0.

On the other hand, by the compatibility of Jk,t to ω, we also have

EJk,tk
(wk) =

∫
w∗

kω,

which in turn implies EJk,tk
(wk) = 0 for all sufficiently large k. But this

contradicts the assumption that wk are nonconstant. This finishes the proof.
�

By a similar argument, we prove the following proposition.

Proposition 6.2. Let (J,H) be a pair with H nondegenerate. Then for any

given 0 < ǫ < min{A(J,H), A(ω; J)}, there exists some δ2 = δ2(J,H, ǫ) > 0 such

that for any (J ′, H ′) with ‖(J ′, H ′) − (J,H)‖C∞ ≤ δ we have

A(J′,H′) ≥ min{A(J,H), A(ω; J)} − ǫ.

Proof. Suppose the contrary that there exists some 0<e<min{A(J,H), A(ω; J)}
for which there are sequences δk → 0, (Jk, Hk) with ‖(Jk, Hk)−(J,H)‖C∞ ≤ δk
and

A(Jk,Hk) < min{A(J,H), A(ω; J)} − ǫ

for all k. By the definition of A(J,H), this implies that there exist solutions uk

of (6.1) for (Jk, Hk) such that we have

(6.5) 0 < E(Jk,Hk)(uk) < min{A(J,H), A(ω; J)} − ǫ.
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By the energy bound (6.5) for uk and since (Jk, Hk) → (J,H) in the C∞

topology, we can produce a cusp-trajectory

u∞ =
∑

ℓ

u∞,ℓ

of (6.1) for (J,H) with

E(J,H)(u∞) ≤ min{A(J,H), A(ω; J)} − ǫ.

Therefore by the definitions of A(J,H) and A(ω; J), it follows that all the sum-
mand u∞,ℓ in u∞ must be trivial in that all the principal components are
stationary and all the bubble components are constant. In particular, we have
E(J,H)(u∞) = 0 and uk uniformly converges to a periodic orbit z∞ of H in the
(fine) C∞ topology. These then imply

(6.6) lim
k→∞

E(Jk,Hk)(uk) = 0.

On the other hand, since we assume that H is nondegenerate and since we
can make Hk arbitrarily C∞-close to H , by taking sufficiently large k, Hk

are nondegenerate and there is a canonical one-one correspondence between
Per(H) and Per(Hk) for each k. In particular, there exists some k0 ∈ Z+ and
c1 > 0 such that

dC0(z, z′) ≥ c1

for any periodic orbits z 6= z′ of Hk with k ≥ k0. Since Jk → J in the C∞

topology, this and (6.6) imply that all uk must satisfy

(6.7) uk(−∞) = uk(∞) :

For otherwise it would imply that there exists c2 > 0 independent of k such
that E(Jk,Hk)(uk) > c2 (See Lemma A.3 for the proof of this statement), which
would contradict (6.6).

We now recall the following lemma from [19, Lemma 4.5].

Lemma 6.3. Suppose that u : R × S1 →M is any finite energy solution of
{

∂u
∂τ

+ J
(

∂u
∂t

−XH(u)
)

= 0

EJ (u) =
∫
|∂u
∂τ |

2
Jt
<∞.

that satisfies

u(−∞, t) = u(∞, t).

Then
∫

R×S1 u
∗ω converges, and we have

EJ (u) =

∫

R×S1

u∗ω.

Going back to our proof of Proposition 6.2, (6.7) and this lemma imply

(6.8) E(Jk,Hk)(uk) =

∫
u∗kω.
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On the other hand, since uk satisfies (6.7) and converges to a periodic orbit z∞
in the (fine) C∞ topology, it defines a cycle homologous to the one dimensional
cycle z∞ and hence

∫
u∗kω = 0. In turn (6.8) implies we must have

E(Jk,Hk)(uk) = 0

which contradicts the assumption that uk are non-stationary. This finishes the
proof. �

For a choice of (H, j) with H ∈ PCerf(Hm(M);H1, H2), we define

(6.9)
N t(H, j) = {η ∈ [0, 1]\Sing(H) | the pair (J(η), H(η))

has a solution of (4.3) with the Fredholm index 0}.

The following proposition was proved in Section 4 (Theorem 4.6). We rephrase
Theorem 4.6 (1) to manifest what the transversality means in a more concrete
context. It provides a structure theorem of N t(H, j) for a generic choice of j
for a given homotopy H. We will consider only the case, where H is a Cerf
homotopy in the statement.

Proposition & Definition 6.4. Let H be a Cerf homotopy and N t(H, j)
be as above. Then for a generic choice of the homotopy j of almost complex

structures, the followings hold:

(1) At each η ∈ N t(H, j), the equation (4.3)-(4.4) for (J,H) = (J(η), H(η))
has exactly one pair z+, z− ∈ Per(H(η)), and one non-trivial solution

u connecting z± which has Fredholm index 0.

(2) Write N t(H, j) as an increasing union

(6.10) N t(H, j) =
∞⋃

N=1

N tN (H, j),

where we define

N tN (H, j) = {η ∈ N t(H, j) | the unique solution u

satisfies E(J(η),H(η)) ≤ N}.

Then N tN (H, j) is a compact zero dimensional manifold for each given

N ∈ Z+ and in particular a finite subset of [0, 1]. In particular, there

are only countably many such points η ∈ [0, 1]\Sing(H).

We call a corresponding homotopy (H, j) a Floer homotopy and call any point

η lying in [0, 1] \ (Sing(H) ∪ N t(H, j)) a Floer point of the Floer homotopy

(H, j).

For a Floer homotopy (H, j), the Floer homology HF∗(H(η), J(η)) is well-
defined at any Floer point η. Furthermore the subset Sing(H)∪N t(H, j) is at
most countable and so the subset [0, 1] \ (Sing(H) ∪N t(H, j)) of Floer points
in [0, 1] is residual and dense.
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Next we compare the levels of Novikov Floer cycles and of their boundaries.
Suppose that η, η′ are sufficiently close so that the associated pairs are defined.
Let (z, z′) be an associated pair of (H(η), H(η′)). We denote by

(6.11) Mρ
ηη′(z, z

′; [ucan
zz′ ]) := M

(
(Hηη′ , jηη′ ; ρ); z, z′ : [ucan

zz′ ]
)

the set of solutions u of (5.3)-(5.4) homotopic to the canonical cylinder ucan
zz′

relative to the boundary, and satisfying

u(−∞) = z ∈ Per(H(η)), u(∞) = z′ ∈ Per(H(η′)).

A straightforward calculation using (5.9) gives rise to the following proposition
whose proof we leave to the readers.

Proposition 6.5. Let F and H be nondegenerate Hamiltonians and H be a

homotopy between them. Fix any, monotone or not, cut-off function ρ. Let

u1, u2 be solutions satisfying (5.3) with fixed asymptotic conditions

ui(−∞) = [z−, w−], ui(∞) = [z+, w+]

for some w− and be homologous to each other in that the compactified torus

u1#u2 satisfies

u1#u2 ∼ 0.

Then we have

(6.12) |E(H,j;ρ)(u1) − E(H,j;ρ)(u2)| ≤ E(H).

In particular, when H ≡ H, j ≡ J , we have

E(J,H)(u1) = E(J,H)(u2).

Let η ∈ [0, 1] be a point for which H(η) is nondegenerate. We then introduce
the following function

(6.13)
ℓρ(H,j)(η, η

′) := max
z, z′,u

{∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ(τ)

∣∣∣ u ∈ Mρ
ηη′(z, z

′; [ucan
zz′ ]),

(z, z′) is an associated pair
}

defined for η′ such that |η−η′| is sufficiently small and H(η′) is nondegenerate.
And for a given η∞ ∈ Sing(H), we consider the bifurcation pair (z+(η),

z−(η)) for the pair (J(η), H(η)) as η → η∞ ∈ Sing(H). We define the function

(6.14) ℓ(H,j;η∞)(η) := max
u

{∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

J(η)

∣∣∣u ∈ M(z+(η), z−(η); [ucan])
}

defined for η with |η − η∞| sufficiently small, where

M(z+(η), z−(η); [ucan]) := M
(
H(η), J(η); z+(η), z−(η); [ucan]

)
.

Proposition 6.6. Let η, η′ be nondegenerate points such that |η − η′| is suf-

ficiently small and (z, z′) be an associated pair such that Mρ1

ηη′(z, z′; [ucan
zz′ ]) is
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nonempty for a cut-off function ρ1. Then there exists a function C(H,j)(r)
depending only on (H, j) such that

(1) C(H,j)(r) → 0 as r → 0 and

(2) ℓρ(H,j)(η, η
′) ≤ C(H,j)(|η − η′|).

Similar estimate also holds for the function ℓ(H,j;η∞) uniformly over η∞ ∈
Sing(H).

Proof. Let u ∈ Mηη′(z, z′; [ucan
zz′ ]). Using the fact that u is a solution of (5.3),

we derive

(6.15)

∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ1(τ)
≤ −AH(η′)([z

′, w#ucan]) + AH(η)([z, w]) +E(Hηη′)

from (5.16). On the other hand, from the definition of the action functional,
we have

AH(η′)([z
′, w#ucan]) = −

∫

w#ucan

ω −

∫ 1

0

H(η′)(t, z′(t)) dt

AH(η)([z, w]) = −

∫

w

ω −

∫ 1

0

H(η)(t, z(t)) dt

and so we get

(6.16)

AH(η′)([z
′, w#ucan]) −AH(η)([z, w])

= −

∫

ucan

ω −

∫ 1

0

(
H(η′)(t, z′(t)) −H(η)(t, z(t))

)
dt.

Substituting (6.16) into (6.15), we get
(6.17)∫ ∣∣∣

∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ1(τ)
≤

∫

ucan

ω +

∫ 1

0

(
H(η′)(t, z′(t)) −H(η)(t, z(t))

)
dt+ E(Hηη′ ).

This can be estimated above by

(6.18) Areag(u
can
zz′ ) +

∣∣∣
∫ 1

0

(
H(η)(t, z′(t)) −H(η)(t, z(t))

)
dt

∣∣∣ + E(Hηη′).

On the other hand, one can easily estimate

(6.19) distC1(z, z′) ≤ C̃1(‖H(η′) −H(η)‖C2)

for the associated pair (z, z′) with z ∈ Per(H(η)) and z′ ∈ Per(H(η′)) by a

function C̃1(r) such that C̃1(r) → 0 as r → 0.
From the explicit expression (2.6) of the canonical thin cylinder, (6.19) im-

mediately implies

Areag(u
can
zz′ ) ≤ C̃1(‖H(η′) −H(η)‖C2) ≤ C1(|η − η′|)
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by another function C̃1 satisfying C1(r) → 0 as r → 0. On the other hand,
(6.19) obviously implies

∣∣∣
∫ 1

0

(
H(η)(t, z′(t)) −H(η)(t, z(t))

)
dt

∣∣∣ ≤ C2(|η − η′|)

for a function C2 = C2(r) with the same property.
Finally since H is smooth and [0, 1] ×M is compact, we have

E(Hηη′) ≤ C3(|η − η′|)

for some positive function C3 satisfying C3(r) → 0 as r → 0. Now, defining
C(H,j) by

C(H,j)(r) = C1(r) + C2(r) + C3(r),

we have finished the proof. The statement about ℓ(H,j;η∞) follows immediately

from (6.17) and (6.19) applied to the case of η′ = η and z′ = z+(η), z = z−(η).
Note that in the latter case, the term E(Hηη′ ) drops out. �

Now we are ready to state the main theorem of this section, which concerns
a general structure of Novikov Floer cycles over a Floer homotopy (H, j). This
theorem in particular says that for a Floer homotopy (H, j), if there is a Floer
trajectory issued at a peak of the given Floer cycle, all such trajectories must be
‘long’ uniformly over the interval [0, 1] in that its energy has uniform positive
lower bound. We like to emphasize that such a property strongly depends on
the cycle property of the chains.

This theorem is closely related to the well-known picture arising in the First
Cancellation Theorem in the Morse theory [13]. More precisely, consider a one-
parameter family of smooth functions fs such that fs, 0 ≤ s < 1 are all Morse
but f1 contains a unique degenerate critical points p. Let (p+(s), p−(s)) for
s ∈ [0, 1] with p+(1) = p−(1) be the continuous family of cancellation pair of
critical points of Morse functions fs of Morse indices of (k + 1, k) that appear
in the First Cancellation Theorem [13], the cancellation theorem implies that
p+(s) cannot contribute to the (Morse) homology Hk+1(M). Once one gets rid
of the critical point p+(s), one can easily see that there is a constant A > 0,
independent of s ∈ [1 − ǫ, 1) such that all the gradient trajectories issued at
any critical point p have length greater than A. In particular, the level of the
boundary ∂(p) is less than the level of p at least by A.

Theorem 6.7. Let η ∈ [0, 1] \ (Sing(H)∪N t(H, j)) be any Floer point. Then

there exist constants δ1(H) > 0 and A1
(H,j) > 0 independent of η and [z, w],

depending only on (H, j), such that the followings hold:

(1) if [z, w] ∈ CritAH(η), [z′, w′] ∈ ∂(H(η),J(η)([z, w]), and

(6.20) AH(η)([z, w]) −AH(η)([z
′, w′]) < A1

(H,j)

then we have d(η,Sing(H)) < δ1(H) and

(6.21) [z, w] = [z+(η), w], [z′, w′] = [z−(η), w#ucan].
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(2) there exists another constant δ < δ1(H) such that if d(η,Sing(H)) < δ,
we can write ∂(J(ηi),H(ηi))([z

+(ηi), w
+
i ]) as

(6.22) ∂(J(ηi),H(ηi))([z
+(ηi), w

+
i ]) = [z−(ηi), w

+
i #ui] + βi

for a chain β satisfying

λH(η)(β) ≤ AH(η)([z
−(η), w#ucan] −A1

(H,j).

(3) Furthermore the constant min{A1
(H,j), A(ω; j)} can be chosen to be

lower semi-continuous in j.

Proof. We first note that

AH(η)([z, w]) > λH(η)(∂(J(η),H(η))([z, w]))

in general as the Floer boundary map always decreases the level. Furthermore
if d(η,Sing(H)) ≥ δ1, where d(η,Sing(H)) is the distance of η to Sing(H),
Lemma A.3 (or rather its proof) implies that there exists A = A(H, j, δ1) > 0
such that

AH(η)([z, w]) −AH(η)([z
′, w′]) ≥ A

for any [z, w] ∈ CritAH(η) and [z′, w′] ∈ ∂([z, w]).
Therefore from now on, we assume

d(η,Sing(H)) < δ1

and so the associated bifurcation branches (z+(η), z−(η)) issued at one of the
points in Sing(H) are defined. We define

A1
(H,j) := inf

η,u

{
E(H(η),J(η))(u)

∣∣∣ η ∈ [0, 1] \ (Sing(H) ∪ N t(H, j)),

0 < d(η,Sing(H)) < δ1(H),

u 6∈ M(H, j; ρ; z+(η), z−(η); [ucan])
}
.

By definition, A1
(H,j) satisfies (6.20). The rest of the proof will show that

A1
(H,j) > 0 and A1

(H,j) is lower semi-continuous in (H, j).

Suppose that there exists a sequence ηi ∈ [0, 1]\Sing(H) ∪ N t(H, j) with
ηi → η∞ ∈ (0, 1) such that there exist critical points [zi, wi] ∈ CritAH(ηi) and
[z′i, w

′
i] ∈ ∂(J(ηi),H(ηi))([zi, wi]) satisfying

(6.23) AH(ηi)([zi, wi]) −AH(ηi)([z
′
i, w

′
i]) → 0.

It will be enough to prove that (6.21) must hold under the given assumption,
if i is sufficiently large.

The rest of the proof will be divided into 5 steps.

Step 1: η∞ ∈ Sing(H).

Suppose to the contrary that η∞ ∈ [0, 1] \ Sing(H). Then the lower semi-
continuity of A(J,H) stated in Proposition 6.2 implies

A(H(η),J(η)) ≥
1

2
A(H(η∞),J(η∞)) > 0
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for all η sufficiently close to η∞. In turn this implies

AH(ηi)([zi, wi]) −AH(ηi)([z
′
i, w

′
i]) = EJ(ηi)(u) ≥

1

2
A(J(η∞),H(η∞))

for any pair [zi, wi] 6= [z′i, w
′
i] for all sufficiently large. This contradicts (6.23).

Step 2.

By the definition of the Cerf homotopy H, there is exactly one birth-death
or death-birth point at each η∞ ∈ Sing(H). Then we can repeat the proof of
Proposition 6.2 with minor modifications, and prove that except the critical
points of the form [z+(η), w], where z+(η) is the upper one of the bifurcation
pair (z+(η), z−(η)) issued at η∞ as stated in Proposition 3.3, the levels of all
other critical points are dropped down by a positive amount, say B > 0, under
the action by the boundary map ∂(J(η),H(η)), i.e.,

λH(ηi)(∂(J(ηi),H(ηi))([zi, wi])) ≤ AH(ηi)([zi, wi]) −B.

And B can be chosen to be independent of any given Floer point η. This proves
that [zi, wi] must be of the form [z+(ηi), wi].

Step 3: Finish-up of the proof of (1).

We now analyze the term ∂H(ηi)([z
+(ηi), wi]). First, we claim that we have

(6.24) AH(ηi)([z
+(ηi), wi]) −AH(ηi)([z, w]) ≥ B

for all the generators [z, w] ∈ ∂H(ηi)([z
+(ηi), wi]), except possibly

[z−, w+
i #ucan

z+z− ],

if we choose B smaller if necessary. We now make this statement more precise.
Let (H, j) be a Floer homotopy in the sense of Definition 6.4, and η ∈ [0, 1]

be a Floer point. We denote by α a Floer cycle associated to (J(η), H(η)).
Write

Sing(H) = {s1, . . . , sk1}.

When d(η,Sing(H)) is sufficiently small, let (z+(η), z−(η)) be the bifurcation
pair issued from a point si ∈ Sing(H). We will prove the following lemma in
the Appendix, which will finish the proof of (1).

Lemma 6.8. Suppose (H, j) and η are as above. Let [z+(η), w] be the generator

of α having the highest level among the generators of the form [z+(η), w]. Then

there exists a constant B = B(H, j) > 0 such that there exists δ = δ(H, j, ǫ)
with

0 < δ < min
1≤i≤k1−1

{|si+1 − si|}

such that for any η with dist(η,Sing(H)) < δ, any element u in

M
(
J(η), H(η); [z+(η), w+], [z, w]

)

satisfies

E(J(η),H(η))(u) ≥ B
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unless [z, w] = [z−, wi#u
can].

Step 4: Proof of (6.22). To prove (2), we first study the moduli space

M
(
J(ηi), H(ηi); [z

+(ηi), wi], [z
−(ηi), wi#u

can]
)

of solutions u of (6.1) in the class prescribed by the condition

u(−∞) = z+, u(∞) = z−, w#ucan ∼ w#u.

We first note that the estimate for ℓ(H,j;η∞) in Proposition 6.6 implies that all
the elements in this moduli space has small energy and so is ‘localized’ near the
unique degenerate periodic orbit z∞ of H(η∞). In other words, the image of all
the elements u in M(J(ηi), H(ηi); [z

+(ηi), w
+], [z−(ηi), w

+#ucan]) is contained
in a small neighborhood of that of z∞, which can be chosen as small as we want
by choosing a sufficiently large i.

Then by considering the standard bifurcation picture near a generic degen-
erate periodic orbit with respect to a suitable family J = {Jt}0≤t≤1 of almost
complex structures (see [6, 11] for some relevant explanations), there exists
such a family for which we have precisely one Floer trajectory ui from z+(ηi)
to z−(ηi) that is homotopic to the canonical thin cylinder. We refer to [11,
Theorem 9.9] for the precise statement and its proof. We like to remark that
proving such a statement directly involves highly technical analytical estimates
because it involves an analysis of the Floer moduli space near a degenerate

Hamiltonian H(η∞). The proof was outlined in [5] by Floer himself and later
completed by Yi-Jen Lee [11].

Once we have this analytical theorem at our disposal, applying the standard
cobordism argument over a homotopy from the above mentioned J to our J(ηi),
we have proven that the matrix coefficient becomes

〈∂(J(ηi),H(ηi))([z
+(ηi), wi]), [z

−(ηi), wi#u
can]〉 = 1.

(Here we remind the readers that in this paper we are assuming that (M,ω) is

strongly semi-positive and so all the matrix coefficients of the basic operators in

the Floer homology have integer coefficients. For the general (M,ω), this matrix

coefficient may become rational numbers but will not still be zero.) Therefore
we have

(6.25) ∂(J(ηi),H(ηi))([z
+(ηi), wi]) = [z−(ηi), wi#u

can] + βi,

where βi does not have [z−(ηi), wi#u
can] as one of its generators.

Step 5: Finish-up of the proof of (2).

Now we estimate the level of βi. But Lemma 6.8 implies

(6.26) AH(ηi)([z
+(ηi), wi]) −AH(ηi)([z, w]) ≥ B

for any generator [z, w] ∈ βi, where B = B(H, j). Combined with Step 4, this
finishes the proof of (2).

Step 6: The lower semi-continuity of A1
(H,j).
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The proof of the lower semi-continuity of min{A1
(H,j), A(ω; j)} in j can be

proceeded as the proof of proof of Proposition 6.2 and so omitted. This finally
finishes the proof of Theorem 6.7. �

Theorem 6.7 gives rise to the following proposition.

Proposition 6.9. Let a 6= 0 be a given quantum cohomology class and denote

by α a Floer cycle with [α] = a♭. Then there exists 0 < δ3 ≤ δ1 with δ3 =
δ3(H, j) such that for any Floer point η satisfying d(η,Sing(H)) < δ3 for any

tight Floer cycle α of (H(η), J(η)), any of its peaks cannot have the form

[z+(η), w]

for any bounding disc w.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a sequence of the Floer points
ηk → η∞ ∈ Sing(H) such that there exists a sequence of tight Floer cycles
αk whose peaks have the form [z+(ηk), wk]. By the definition of Cerf homo-
topies, there exists at most one such peak of the form [z+(ηk), wk] provided k
is sufficiently large. We first derive

(6.27) λH(ηk)(∂(H(ηk),J(ηk))([z
+(ηk), wk])) = AH(ηk)([z

−(ηk), wk#ucan])

from (6.25). Since [z+(ηk), wk] is a peak of αk, we have

λH(ηk)(αk) = AH(ηk)([z
+(ηk), wk])

and Proposition 6.5 implies

(6.28)
AH(ηk)([z

−(ηk), wk#ucan]) ≥ λH(ηk)(αk) − ℓ(H, j; η0)(|ηk − η0|)

= ρ(H(ηk); a) − ℓ(H, j; η0)(|ηk − η0|).

From the proof of Theorem 6.7 or more specifically from (6.24), we have

(6.29) λH(ηk)

(
∂(H(ηk),J(ηk))([z, w])

)
≤ ρ(H(ηk); a) −B

if z 6= z+(ηk), where B is the same constant used in the proof of Theorem 6.7.
On the other hand if z = z+(η), then obviously we have

(6.30)

λH(ηk)

(
∂(H(ηk),J(ηk))([z

+(ηk), wk])
)

= AH(ηk)([z
−(ηk), wk#ucan]) > AH(ηk)([z

−(ηk), w#ucan])

= λH(ηk)

(
∂(H(ηk),J(ηk))([z

+(ηk), w])
)

for any other [z+(ηk), w] 6= [z+(ηk), wk]. Therefore if we write

∂(H(ηk),J(ηk))(αk)=∂(H(ηk),J(ηk))([z
+(ηk), wk])+∂(H(ηk),J(ηk))(αi−[z+(ηk), wk])

(6.29) and (6.30) imply
(6.31)

λH(ηk)

(
∂(H(ηk),J(ηk))(αi−[z+(ηk), wk])

)
<λH(ηk)

(
∂(H(ηk),J(ηk))([z

+(ηk), wk])
)
.
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In particular, ∂(H(ηk),J(ηk)(αk) cannot vanish which contradicts that αk is a
cycle. Hence the proof. �

§7. Handle sliding lemma and sub-homotopies

In this section, we recall another important element in the chain level the-
ory, the handle sliding lemma introduced in [15]. We state the most natural
version of the handle sliding lemma which uses the sub-homotopies of the given
homotopy H instead of the piecewise-linear approximation of H which was used
in [15].

We start with the following lemma from [15]. Partly for the reader’s conve-
nience and also because we need to add some important points to the lemma,
we repeat its proof here.

Lemma 7.1 ([15, Lemma 5.1]). Let (H, j) be one-parameter family such that

H ∈ Preg(Hm(M);H1, H2)). For each η ∈ [0, 1]\Sing(H), we define

A0
(H(η),J(η)) = inf

u

{∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

J(η)

∣∣∣ u satisfies (6.1),

is not stationary and Index u = 0
}

and

(7.1) Areg,0
(H,j) = inf

s∈[0,1]\Sing(H)
A0

(Hs,Js).

Then Areg,0
(H,j) is strictly positive.

Proof. Suppose the contrary that Areg,0
(H,j) = 0, i.e., that there exists a sequence

ηk ∈ [0, 1]\Sing(H) with ηk → η∞ ∈ (0, 1) and uk solutions of (6.1) for
(H(ηk), J(ηk)) such that

(7.2)

∫ ∣∣∣
∂uk

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

J(ηk)
→ 0, Index uk = 0.

Then we must have, by choosing a subsequence if necessary,

η∞ ∈ Sing(H)

and a degenerate periodic orbit z∞ of ẋ = XH(η∞)(x) such that uk → z∞
uniformly and so

uk(∞), uk(−∞) → z∞.

Since uk(±∞) are solutions of ẋ = XH(ηk)(x), they must be the pair described
in (1) right above (3.1) in Section 3.1 and hence

Index (uk) = µ([z+(ηk), w+
k ]) − µ([z−(ηk), w−

k ] = 1.

But this contradicts the index condition in the definition of A0
(Hs,Js) which

finishes the proof. �
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Next we define

(7.3) Asing
(H,j) = min

k

{
A(Hsk ,Jsk ) | sk ∈ Sing(H)

}
.

This is again positive by a Gromov type compactness theorem. Now we have the
following crucial definition of a family version of the constant A(H,J) suitable
for our purpose. We define

(7.4) A0
(H,j) = min

{
Areg,0

(H,j), A
sing
(H,j), A(ω; j)

}

which we know is strictly positive.

Remark 7.2. We would like to point out that all the invariants Asing
(H,j), A

reg,0
(H,j)

and A0
(H,j) are defined in terms of the Floer boundary equation (4.3), not in

terms of the continuity equation (4.5). Furthermore, it follows from the same
kind of proof as the proofs of Proposition 6.1 and 6.2 that for a fixed H,

min{A0
(H,j), A(ω; j)}

is lower semi-continuous in j.
We state the following simple lemma, or rather an observation from this

remark, which follows immediately from the definitions of A0
(H,j) and of the

sub-homotopy in Definition 3.8. This turns out to play an important role in
our proof of the main theorem later, and is one of the reasons why we have to
use the sub-homotopies of the given homotopy.

Lemma 7.3. Let (H, j) be a given homotopy. Then we have the inequality

(7.5) A0
(Hη1η2 ,jη1η2 ) ≥ A0

(H,j)

for the sub-homotopy Hη1η2 between any two Floer points 0 ≤ η1 ≤ η2 ≤ 1. If

η1 > η2 instead, then we have

A0
(H−1

η1η2
,j−1

η1η2
)
≥ A0

(H−1,j−1).

Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the definitions of A0
(H,j) and

of the sub-homotopy in general. �

We now recall the following handle sliding lemma from [15]. We, how-
ever, add an important improvement from that of [15]: here we used the sub-
homotopy (4.7) of H instead of the linear homotopy that was used in [15]. It
turns out that this usage of sub-homotopies is the most natural and the optimal
choice, in that the constant associated to the given (H, j) in Definition 5.4 can
be used for all its sub-homotopies. The proof here is taken from [15].

Proposition 7.4 (The handle sliding lemma). Let j = {Jη} ∈ PCerf(jω;H)
be a (two parameter) family of almost complex structures and {H(η)}0≤η≤1 be

a generic family of Hamiltonians. Fix a cut-off function ρ. Let A0
(H,j) be the

constant defined in (7.4) and let η1, η2 ∈ [0, 1].
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(1) Then there exists δ = δ(H, j) > 0 such that if |η1 − η2| < δ, any finite

energy solution u with

Index u = 0

of (5.3) must either satisfy

(7.6)

∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ(τ)
≤ ε(δ)

or

(7.7)

∫ ∣∣∣
∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ(τ)
≥ A0

(H,j) − ε(δ),

where for ε(δ) → 0 as 0 < δ → 0, provided δ ≤ δ0.
(2) In addition, in the case of (7.6), u is homotopic to the canonical cylin-

der ucan
z−z+ between z− and z+ the asymptotic periodic orbits of u. In

particular, we have
∫ ∣∣∣

∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ(τ)
→ 0

as δ → 0.
(3) Furthermore the same constant A0

(H,j) for (7.7) can be used for all the

sub-homotopies Hη1η2 for any two Floer points η1, η2.

Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose the contrary that there exists
some ε > 0, η1 and ηi with ηi → η1 as i→ ∞, and solutions ui that satisfy

Index ui = 0,

(7.8)
∂ui

∂τ
+ Jρ(τ)

(∂ui

∂t
−XHρ(τ) (ui)

)
= 0

and

(7.9) ε <

∫ ∣∣∣
∂ui

∂τ

∣∣∣
2

Jρ(τ)
< A0

(H,j) − ε.

In particular, the right half of (7.9) implies the uniform bound on the en-
ergy of ui. As i → ∞, the equation (7.8) converges to (6.1) with (H, J) =
(H(η1), J(η1)). By Gromov’s type compactness theorem, we have a cusp tra-
jectory

u∞ =
∑

k

u∞,k

which is the limit of a subsequence, where each u∞,k is a solution of (5.1) for
H = H(η1), possibly with a finite number of bubbles attached. We also have

lim
i
E(Hρ(τ) ,Jρ(τ))(ui) =

∑

k

E(Hρ(τ) ,Jρ(τ))(u∞,k)

On the other hand the left half of (7.9) implies that at least one of u∞,k is not
trivial, i.e., not stationary.
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Now we consider three cases separately: the first is the one where η1 ∈
Sing(H) and the second where η1 ∈ N t(H, j) and the rest where

η1 ∈ [0, 1]\(Sing(H) ∪ N t(H, j)).

When η1 ∈ Sing, we must have

lim
i
E(Hρ(τ) ,Jρ(τ))(ui) ≥ min{Asing

(H(η1),J(η1))
, A(ω; j)} ≥ A0

(H,j)

which gives rise to a contradiction to (7.9) when i is sufficiently large. On the
other hand, if η1 ∈ N t(H, j), the cusp curve must contain a component u∞ that
has Index 0 and is non-constant. Again the right hand side inequality of (7.9)
prevents this from happening. Finally when η1 ∈ [0, 1]\(Sing(H) ∪ N t(H, j)),
the index condition Index ui = 0 and the transversality condition imply that
all the components u∞,k must be constant which again contradicts to the left
hand side inequality of (7.9) if i is sufficiently large. This finishes the proof of
the handle sliding lemma. �

§8. Parametric stability of tightness of Novikov Floer cycles

This is the key section which will involve all the results we proved in Section
3-7, especially Theorem 3.7, Theorem 4.6, Proposition 5.7, Theorem 6.7 and
Proposition 7.4.

Let

(8.1) a =
∑

aAq
−A, aA ∈ H∗(M)

be a non-zero quantum cohomology class. We denote by Γ(a) ⊂ Γ the set of
A’s for which the coefficient aA is non-zero. By the definition of the Novikov
ring, we can enumerate Γ(a) so that

−λ1 < −λ2 < · · · < −λj < · · · ,

where λj = ω(Aj). We call the first term a1q
−A1 the leading order term of the

quantum cohomology class a and denote by Ld(a).
We recall from [18] that for a given quantum cohomology class a 6= 0, we

define the mini-max value of AH

ρ(H ; a) = inf
α
{λH(α) | α ∈ ker ∂, with [α] = a♭}

for a nondegenerate Hamiltonian H for which the Floer homology HF∗(H, J)
is defined for a generic choice of J . As we pointed out in [18], the number
ρ(H ; a) is independent of the choice of J .

The following notion of tight Floer cycles introduced in [18] is important in
the proof of Theorem II.

Definition 8.1. Let (H, J) be a Floer regular pair so that the Floer complex
(CF∗(H), ∂(H,J)) is defined. Let α be a Floer cycle of H and a ∈ QH∗(M) be
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the corresponding quantum cohomology class with [α] = a♭. We call the Floer
cycle α of (H, J) tight if it realizes the mini-max value, i.e.,

λH(α) = ρ(H ; a).

We call a critical value λ of AH a homologically essential critical value of AH ,
if there exists J such that (H, J) is Floer regular, and λ = λH(α) for a tight
Floer cycle of (H, J).

Although the homologically essentialness of a critical point [z, w] of AH

depends on the choice of J , the following proposition proves that the homolog-
ically essentialness of a critical value is independent of the choice of H-regular
J ’s.

Proposition 8.2. Let J, J ′ be two H-regular one-periodic family of almost

complex structures. Suppose that a Floer cycle α of (H, J) is tight and as-

sume that j is a homotopy connecting J, J ′ that is H-regular for the constant

homotopy H ≡ H. Then the transferred cycle

h(H,j;ρ)(α)

defines a tight Floer cycle for the pair (H, J ′).

Proof. Since [h(H,j;ρ)(α)] = a♭, we have

(8.2) λH(h(H,j;ρ)(α)) ≥ ρ(H ; a) = λH(α).

Next let [z′, w′] be a peak of h(H,j;ρ)(α). By the definition of h(H,j;ρ)(α), there
is [z, w] ∈ α such that M((H, j; ρ); [z, w], [z′, w′]) 6= ∅. Then (5.8) applied to
the constant homotopy H ≡ H implies

AH([z′, w′]) ≤ AH([z, w])

which implies

(8.3) λH(h(H,j;ρ)(α)) ≤ λH(α).

Combining (8.2) and (8.3), we have proved

λH(h(H,j;ρ)(α)) = ρ(H ; a)

which finishes the proof. �

Now we fix a homotopy H ∈ PCerf(Hm(M); ǫf,H) and j ∈ Ptran(jω;H),
satisfying the properties described in Theorem 4.6,

H = {H(η)}0≤η≤1, j = {J(η)}0≤η≤1

such that

H(0) = Hα, H(1) = Hβ

are nondegenerate. In particular, by the choice of j, the Floer homology
HF∗(H(η), J(η)) is defined for any η ∈ I(H, j).
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Let η0 be a Floer point at which there exists a tight Floer cycle α0 ∈
CF∗(H(η0)). We fix a homotopy

(8.4) jη0 ∈ Psub(jω ;H; η0); jη0 = {Jη0

t }0≤t≤1

that satisfies the properties of Theorem 4.6 for the pair (H, jη0) and also sat-
isfies

(8.5) Jη0(η0) = J(η0).

The main result of this section is to show that the tight Floer cycle α0 of
(H(η0), J(η0)), after perturbing j slightly to jη0 as above, is parametrically

stable in that there exists δ > 0 such that for any Floer point η with |η−η0| < δ,
ρ(H(η); a) is the level of a tight Floer cycle of the pair (H(η), Jη0 (η)). Note
that once we know the latter fact, Proposition 8.2 implies that ρ(H ; a) is indeed
the level of a tight Floer cycle of (H(η), J(η)) for the original homotopy (H, j).

We fix a cut-off function ρ0 : R → [0, 1] and fix one jη0 as in (8.4) and
satisfying (8.5). Then consider the corresponding chain map

(8.6) h(η0η;ρ0) := h(Hη0η,j
η0
η0η;ρ0) : CF∗(H(η0)) → CF∗(H(η)).

Theorem 8.3. Let (H, j) be as above and 0 6= a ∈ QH∗(M). Suppose that

η0 ∈ [0, 1] is a Floer point at which a carries a tight Floer cycle for H(η0). Then

there exists δ4 = δ4(H, jη0 , a; η0) > 0 such that on each of the semi-intervals

[η0, η0 + δ4) or (η0 − δ4, η0] a carries tight cycles given by the transferred cycles

h(η0η;ρ0)(α±) of some tight cycles α± at η0 respectively.

We would like to remark that when η0 6∈ Cndross(H), we may take α− = α+.
On the other hand, if η0 ∈ Cndross(H), the two cycles α− and α+ could be
different.

The rest of the section will be occupied by the proof of this theorem.
We note that since η0 is a Floer point, there are only a finite number of

periodic orbits of H(η0), and can apply Theorem 6.7 for all Floer chains of
(H(η0), J(η0)).

By Theorem 4.6, the chain map (8.6) is defined at any point η ∈ I(H, jη0 ; η0),
a dense subset of [0, 1]. We emphasize that we need to choose jη0 depending on

the point η0 to ensure the properties stated in Theorem 4.6.

We now prove the following key proposition. We would like to emphasize
that this kind of continuity statement in the levels of cycles, not in the levels
of the corresponding homologies, does not hold in general, and even if it holds
so, proving such a continuity statement is a highly non-trivial matter due to
the phenomenon of cancellation of critical points. This is the reason why the
structure theorem, Theorem 6.7, of Floer cycles proven in Section 6 is so crucial
in our proof.
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Proposition 8.4. Let (H, j), α0, η0 and jη0 be as above. Then there exists

some δ5 = δ5(H, jη0 , η0) > 0 such that the assignment

η 7→ λH(η)(h(η0η;ρ0)(α0))

is continuous on (η0 − δ5, η0 + δ5) ∩ I(H, jη0 ; η0).

Proof. Let δ > 0 which is to be determined later and consider the function

µ(η) = λH(η)(h(η0η;ρ0)(α0)).

We remind the readers that by definition all the generators of a Floer cycle
representing the class dual to a given a ∈ QH∗(M) have the same Conley-
Zehnder indices.

For the proof of the proposition, we will follow the scheme used in the
appendix of [15]. We first note that

µ(η) = λH(η)(h(η0η;ρ0)(α0)) ≥ ρ(H(η); a)

by the definition of ρ(H(η); a) since we have [hη0η(α0)] = a♭. Hence µ(η) is
finite and well-defined.

Once the finiteness of µ(η) is shown, the proposition will be an immediate
consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma 8.5. There exists δ5 = δ5(H, jη0 ; η0) > 0 for which we have the

following inequality

(8.7) −E(Hηη′) ≤ µ(η′) − µ(η) ≤ E(Hηη′ )

for any Floer points η, η′ ∈ (η0 − δ5, η0 − δ5). In particular µ is continuous at

η0.

Therefore we will prove this lemma in the rest of the proof of Proposition 8.4.
The proof of this lemma is quite long and intricate, and various arguments used
in the proof touch the heart of the chain level Floer theory.

We first consider the case η0 < η < η′ and provide complete details of the
proof of (8.7) in this case. We will briefly mention the proof of (8.7) for the
other cases in the end of the proof.

We compare the homotopy Hη0η′ with the glued homotopy Hηη′#Hη0η. We
recall the general gluing identity from (5.24)

(8.8) hHη0η#(ρ;R)Hηη′
= h(ηη′;ρ1) ◦ h(η0η;ρ0)

for ρ = (ρ0, ρ1) and for a sufficiently large R > 0. We also assume ρ1 is
monotone. Then, if [z′η′ , w′

η′ ] is a peak of the cycle hHη0η#(ρ;R)Hηη′
(α0), by the

definition of the chain map h(ηη′;ρ1), there must exist some [z′, w′] ∈ hη0η(α0)
for which

(8.9) M
(
(Hηη′ , jηη′ ; ρ1); [z

′, w′], [z′η′ , w′
η′ ]

)
6= ∅

holds. Now we state the following easy general lemma.
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Lemma 8.6. Let F and K be two nondegenerate Hamiltonians and H be a

homotopy from F to K and j be given such that (H, j) is Floer regular. Let ρ
be a given monotone cut-off function and let hH,j;ρ be the corresponding Floer

homotopy map. Then we have

λK(h(H,j;ρ)(α)) ≤ λF (α) + E−(H)

for any Floer chain α of F .

Proof. Let [z′, w′] be a peak of the cycle h(H,j;ρ)(α). By the definition of
h(H,j;ρ)(α), there is a generator [z, w] ∈ α such that

M
(
(H, j; ρ); [z, w], [z′, w′]

)
6= ∅.

Then (5.10) implies

(8.10) AK([z′, w′]) ≤ AF ([z, w]) + E−(Hηη′).

Since [z′, w′] is a peak of the cycle h(H;ρ)(α), i.e., AK([z′, w′]) = λK(h(H,j;ρ)(α))
and AF ([z, w]) ≤ λF (α), the lemma follows from (8.10). �

Going back to the proof, Lemmas 5.5, 5.6, (8.8) and Lemma 8.6 imply

(8.11)
λH(η′)(hHη0η#(ρ;R)Hηη′

(α0)) ≤ λH(η)(h(η0η;ρ0)(α0)) + E−(Hηη′ )

= µ(η) + E−(Hηη′ ).

We next deform the homotopy Hη0η#(ρ;R)Hη′η to the ρ0-elongated homotopy
of Hη0η′ for the given fixed choice of ρ0 that we used in the definition of µ
in the beginning. On the other hand, since we assume that η0 < η < η′,
Hη0η#(ρ;R)Hηη′ is also an elongation of the sub-homotopy Hη0η′ (by a mono-
tone cut-off function). More explicitly, if we denote by ρelng the corresponding
cut-off function, ρelng is given by the formula (5.22).

Now we consider the homotopy

(jη0η′ ,Hη0η′ ; ρ)

between the ρ0-elongation of (H, jη0) and the ρelng-elongation of (H, jη0) con-
nected by the homotopy ρ = {ρ(κ)}0≤κ≤1 of cut-off functions

ρ = {ρ(κ)}0≤κ≤1; ρ(0) = ρ0, ρ(1) = ρelng.

Since α0 is a cycle, we derive, from Proposition 5.7,

(8.12) h(η0η′;ρ0)(α0) = hHη0η#(ρ;R)Hηη′
(α0)+∂(J(η′),H(η′))◦H(jη0η′ ,Hη0η′ ;ρ)(α0)

with the inequality

(8.13) λH(η′)(H(jη0η′ ,Hη0η′ ;ρ)(α0)) ≤ λH(η0)(α0) + E(Hη0η′).

Now using the non-Archimedean triangle inequality

λH(η′)(α+ β) ≤ max{λH(η′)(α), λH(η′)(β)},
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we estimate the level

(8.14) λH(η′)

(
hHη0η#(ρ;R)Hηη′

(α0) + ∂J(η′),H(η′) ◦H(jη0η′ ,Hη0η′ ;ρ)(α0)
)
.

For the first term of (8.14), we have (8.11). For the second term, we recall
Theorem 6.7 and Proposition 7.4 which imply

(8.15)
λH(η′)

(
∂J(η′),H(η′) ◦H(jη0η′ ,Hη0η′ ;ρ)(α0)

)

≤ λH(η′)

(
H(jη0η′ ,Hη0η′ ;ρ)(α0)

)
−A1

(H,jη0 ;η0)

for all Floer points η′ satisfying

|η′ − η0| < δ and d(η′,Sing(H)) > δ

for some δ = δ(H, j, η0). Therefore combining (8.11)-(8.15), we derive
(8.16)

µ(η′) = λH(η′)(h(η0η′;ρ0)(α0))

≤ max
{
µ(η) + E−(Hηη′), λH(η0)(α0) + E(Hη0η′) −A1

(H,jη0 ;η0)

}
.

We will study under what conditions, we have

µ(η) + E−(Hηη′) ≥ λH(η0)(α0) + E(Hη0η′) −A1
(H,jη0 ;η0)

and in turn µ(η′) ≤ µ(η) + E−(Hηη′ ).

We apply the homotopy (H−1
η0η′)ρ0 to (8.8) and obtain

(8.17) h(H−1

η0η′
;ρ0)

◦ hHη0η#(ρ;R)Hηη′
= h(H−1

η0η′
;ρ0) ◦ h(ηη′;ρ1) ◦ h(η0η;ρ0),

where ρ = (ρ0, ρ1). It follows from (8.17) that the cycle h(H−1

η0η′
;ρ0)

◦ h(ηη′;ρ1) ◦

h(η0η;ρ0)(α0) is homologous to α0 since h(H−1

η0η′
;ρ0)

◦ hHη0η#(ρ;R)Hηη′
is chain

homotopic to the identity. Therefore, by the tightness assumption on α0, we
derive

(8.18) λH(η0)(h(H−1

η0η′
;ρ0) ◦ h(ηη′;ρ1) ◦ h(η0η;ρ0)(α0)) ≥ λH(η0)(α0).

Applying Lemma 8.6 to h(H−1

η0η′
;ρ0) and the cycle h(ηη′;ρ1) ◦ h(η0η;ρ0)(α0), we

obtain

(8.19)

λH(η0)(h(H−1

η0η′
;ρ0) ◦ h(ηη′;ρ1) ◦ h(η0η;ρ0)(α0))

≤ λH(η′)(h(ηη′;ρ1) ◦ h(η0η;ρ0)(α0)) + E−(H−1
η0η′)

= λH(η′)(h(ηη′;ρ1) ◦ h(η0η;ρ0)(α0)) + E+(Hη0η′).

Then (8.17)-(8.19) give rise to

(8.20) λH(η0)(h(ηη′;ρ1) ◦ h(η0η;ρ0)(α0)) ≥ λH(η0)(α0) − E+(Hη0η′)

(8.21) ≥ λH(η)(h(η0η;ρ0)(α0)) − E−(Hη0η) − E+(Hη0η′),
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where we applied Lemma 8.6 for the latter inequality. Now after rewriting
(8.12) as

hHη0η#(ρ;R)Hηη′
(α0) = h(η0η′;ρ0)(α0) − ∂(J(η′),H(η′)) ◦H(jη0η′ ,Hη0η′ ;ρ)(α0),

we derive, from this, (8.8), (8.14) and (8.15), that we have

(8.22)

λH(η′)(h(η0η;ρ0) ◦ h(ηη′;ρ1)(α0))

= λH(η′)(hHη0η#(ρ;R)Hηη′
(α0))

≤ max
{
λH(η′)(h(η0η′;ρ0)(α0)), λH(η0)(α0) + E(Hη0η′) −A1

(H,jη0 ;η0)

}

as in (8.16). On the other hand, we derive, from (8.20) and (8.22),

(8.23)
max

{
λH(η′)(h(η0η′;ρ0)(α0)), λH(η0)(α0) + E(Hη0η′) −A1

(H,jη0 ;η0)

}

≥ λH(η0)(α0) − E+(Hη0η′).

Now we choose δ5 = δ5(H, j
η0 , η0) > 0 so that

E(Hη0η′) − A1
(H,jη0 ;η0)

< −E+(Hη0η′)

i.e.,

(8.24) E(Hη0η′) + E+(Hη0η′) < A1
(H,jη0 ;η0)

holds for any η, η′ ∈ (η0− δ5, η0− δ5). We would like to emphasize that we can

choose δ5 so that it satisfies (8.24) and depends only on (H, j, η0). With this
choice of δ5 made, we have

(8.25) λH(η0)(α0) + E(Hη0η′) −A1
(H,jη0 ;η0) < λH(η0)(α0) − E+(Hη0η′).

Then (8.23) and (8.25) imply

(8.26) λH(η′)(h(η0η′;ρ0)(α0)) ≥ λH(η0)(α0) − E+(Hη0η′)

Now combining (8.16), (8.25) and (8.26), we first obtain

max
{
µ(η) + E−(Hηη′ ), λH(η0)(α0) + E(Hη0η′) −A1

(H,jη0 ;η0)

}

= µ(η) + E−(Hηη′ )

which in turn implies

(8.27) µ(η′) ≤ µ(η) + E−(Hηη′ ).

Next we compare the homotopy Hη0η and H−1
ηη′#Hη0η′ . Recall η′ > η and

Hη′η = H−1
ηη′ by Definition 3.8. Again we will have the identity

h(H−1)ηη′#(ρ;R)Hη0η′
= hη′η;ρ1 ◦ hη0η′;ρ0

for a sufficiently large R. Now (8.11) is replaced by

λH(η)(h(H−1)ηη′#(ρ;R)Hη0η′
(α0)) ≤ µ(η′) + E−(H−1

ηη′) = µ(η′) + E+(Hηη′ ).

Here we would like to remark that (H−1)ηη′#(ρ;R)Hη0η′ is still an elongation
of Hη0η but by a non-monotone cut off function.
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By repeating the arguments above with Hηη′ replaced by H−1
ηη′ , we obtain

(8.28) µ(η) ≤ µ(η′) + E+(Hηη′).

Combining (8.27) and (8.28), we have obtained

−E+(Hηη′) ≤ µ(η′) − µ(η) ≤ E−(Hηη′).

This is indeed an inequality stronger than (8.7) and in particular proves (8.7).
The cases other than that of η0 < η < η′ can be handled by the same argu-
ments if we replace the sub-homotopy Hss′ by (H−1)s′s every time the reverse
inequality s > s′ appears in the proof. This explains appearance of E in general
instead of E− or E+ in (8.7). We leave the details to the readers. This finishes
the proof of Lemma 8.5 and hence Proposition 8.4. �

Remark 8.7. In fact, an examination of the above proof combined with the
discussion above Proposition 3.8 shows that the map η 7→ λH(η)(h(η0η;ρ0)(α0))
is differentiable such that its derivative depends only on the periodic orbit but
not on its liftings and is given by

−

∫ 1

0

∂H(η)

∂η
(t, zη(t)) dt,

where zη is a periodic orbit with [zη, wη] is a peak of the cycle h(η0η;ρ0)(α0).

Next we note that there is a canonical one-one correspondence

Per(H(η0)) ↔ Per(H(η))

for any η ∈ (η0 − δ, η0 + δ) for some δ = δ(H, η0) > 0. We denote the cor-
responding family by zk(η) for k = 1, . . . ,#(Per(H(η0)). This map in turn
induces a one-one correspondence

CritAH(η0) ↔ CritAH(η0)

given by

[zk(η0), wk(η0)] ↔ [zk(η), wk(η0)#u
can
zk(η0)zk(η)].

For the simplicity of notation, we denote ucan
η0η,k = ucan

zk(η0)zk(η). By construction

of h(η0η;ρ0), we then have

(8.29) h(η0η;ρ0)([zk(η0), wk(η0)]) = [zk(η), wk(η0)#u
can
η0η,k]

modulo any filtration order as want, by choosing δ smaller if necessary. We
recall the identity h(ηη;ρ0) ≡ id in the chain level. We will always assume this
holds for the rest of the proof.

We start with the following result which is of independent interest. A similar
statement has been an important ingredient of Usher’s algebraic proof of The-
orem II [22]. It was also proved in [9] in the context of Lagrangian intersection

Floer cohomology by a purely algebraic way, but with Λ
(0)
0,nov the (positive)

universal Novikov ring. (See [9, Proposition 26.9].) Since we use the Novikov
ring Λω, which does not have this positivity property, we cannot deduce this
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result from [9, Proposition 26.9]. Here we instead give a simple geometric proof
based on the basic fact, Lemma 8.9 below, on the Floer boundary operator for
a small Morse function.

Proposition 8.8. There exists a constant c > 0 depending only on H but

independent of η0 or λ such that

∂ (CF (H(η0)) ∩CF
λ(H(η0)) ⊂ ∂

(
CFλ+c(H(η0))

)

for all λ ∈ R.

Proof. Denote H = H(η0) and ∂(H,J) = ∂H in this proof for the simplicity of
notations. We first recall the following well-known result for a small Morse
function ǫf . See [7], [18] for its proof.

Lemma 8.9. Let f be a Morse function and ǫ > 0 be a sufficiently small so

that so that ∂ǫf = ∂Morse(−ǫf) ⊗ Λω. Let c0 = ǫmax |f |. In particular, we

have

∂(CF (ǫf)) ∩CFλ(ǫf) ⊂ ∂(CFλ+c0

k (ǫf)).

We now connect the given Cerf homotopy H by another fixed homotopy from
ǫf and H0 and denote the join homotopy again by H which now connects ǫf
to H . Let γ ∈ ∂(CF (H)) ∩ CFλ(H). We transfer γ to CF (ǫf) and consider
hη00(γ). Note

λǫf (hη00(γ)) ≤ λH(γ) + E+(H) ≤ λ+ E+(H).

Therefore it follows from Lemma A.4 that there exists a chain β0 ∈ CF (ǫf)
such that

hη00(γ) = ∂ǫf (β0), λǫf (β0) ≤ λ+ E+(H) + ǫmax |f |.

We estimate

(8.30) λH(h0η0(β0)) ≤ λ+E+(H)+ǫmax |f |+E−(H) = λ+E(H)+ǫmax |f |.

We compute ∂H(h0η0(β0))

∂H(h0η0(β0)) = h0η0(∂ǫf (β0)) = h0η0(hη00(γ)).

By the chain homotopy formula, we obtain

h0η0 ◦ hη00(γ) = γ + ∂H(HHη00#H0η0
(γ))

and hence

∂H(h0η0(β0) −HHη00#H0η0
(γ)) = γ.

We consider β = h0η0(β0) −HHη00(γ) and estimate its level

λH(β) ≤ max{λH(h0η0(β0)), λH(HHη00#H0η0
(γ))}.

But we have the estimates

λH(h0η0(β0)) ≤ λ+ E(H) + ǫmax |f |
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from (8.30) and

λH(HHη00#H0η0
(γ)) ≤ λH(γ) + E(H) ≤ λ+ E(H)

from (5.25). Hence by taking c = E(H) + ǫmax |f |, we have finished the
proof. �

Now we are ready to give the proof of Theorem 8.3.

Proof of Theorem 8.3. Fix a positive constant δ < minλ1/2. Proposition 8.8
implies that any element from the submodule ∂ (CF (H(η0)) ∩ CFλ(H(η0))
with λ = ρ(H(η0); a) + δ can be represented by ∂H(η0)(β) with

λH(η0)(β) ≤ ρ(H(η0); a) + δ + c.

Now we choose a tight cycle α0 and its decomposition

α0 = peak(α0) + α̃0.

We denote the gap of the operator ∂(H(η0),J(η0)) by λ1 = λ1(η0) := A(H(η0),J(η0))

given in Proposition 6.2.
We then consider the transferred cycle hη0η(α0) := α(η) for η sufficiently

close to η0. We will show the following two alternatives: there exists δ4 =
δ4(H, j, a; η0) such that

(1) either hη0η(α0) is tight for H(η) for all η ∈ (η0 − δ4, η0 + δ4),
(2) or hη0η(α0) is not tight and there exist tight cycles α± for H(η0) such

that hη0η(α±) are tight on (η0−δ4, η0] and on [η0, η0 +δ4) respectively.

In the second case, α− and α+ could be different cycles.
Now suppose that the cycles hη0η(α0) is not tight for H(η) at least in one

direction, say, for η < η0. We will try to find another tight cycle α− at η0 for
which the second alternative above holds.

Since hη0η(α0) is not tight, there exists a chain β(η) such that

(8.31) λH(η)

(
hη0η(α0) + ∂H(η)(β(η))

)
< λH(η)(hη0η(α0)).

This in particular implies that ∂H(η)(β(η)) kills peak(hη0η(α0)).
Since we have

λH(η)(β(η)) ≤ λH(η0)(hηη0(β(η)) + C(H,j)(|η − η0|)

we may assume by Proposition 8.8 that

λH(η)(β(η)) ≤ ρ(H(η0); a) + 2δ + c

if we choose η so that C(H,j)(|η − η0|) < δ, where the constant C(H,j)(r) is the
one given in Proposition 6.6.

If hηη0(peak(α0)) = ∂H(η)γ
′ for some γ′, applying the homotopy formula

between hη0η ◦ hηη0 and the identity, we derive

peak(α0) = ∂H(η0)(hη0η(γ′)) + ∂H(η0)(H peak(α0)) +H(∂H(η0)(peak(α0))).
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It is easy to show that the levels of the last two terms are less than equal to

λH(η0)(peak(α0)) −
2λ1(η0)

3
+ E(Hη0η) < λH(η0)(peak(α0)),

if we choose |η0 − η| so small that E(Hη0η) ≤ λ1

3 . Therefore ∂H(η0)γ with
γ = hη0η(γ′) kills peak(α0)) modulo terms of level less than λH(η0)(peak(α0)).
Hence we have

λH(η0)(α0 − ∂H(η0)γ) < λH(η0)(α0)

which violates tightness of α0. Therefore we may assume that hη0η(peak(α0))
is not a boundary.

Furthermore if β(η) has a generator [z′, w′] not connected to hη0η(peak(α0)),
i.e., if ∂H(η)([z

′, w′]) is not contributed by any generator thereof, we can safely
replace β(η) by β(η)−a′[z′, w′] for some a′ ∈ Q to get rid of the generator [z′, w′]
without increasing the level of hη0η(α0)+∂H(η)(β(η)) : Since hη0η(peak(α0)) is
not a boundary and since the peak of hη0η(α0) is contained in hη0η(peak(α0)),
this ∂β(η) must have a non-zero remainder, after it kills peak(hη0η(α0)). The
level of the remainder must be lower than λH(η)(hη0η(α0)) by (8.31). Therefore
we may assume that all the generators of β(η) is connected to some generator
of hη0η(peak(α0)). This in turn implies that all the generators of h−1

η0η(β(η))
are also connected to peak(α0) by (8.29).

We also derive from (8.31)

(8.32) λH(η0)(h
−1
η0η(β(η)) < ρ(H(η0); a) + 3δ + c.

By the Gromov-Floer compactness, there are only finitely many, say,

N0 = N0(H, η0, a, ρ(H(η0); a), ρ(H(η0); a) + 3δ + c)

critical points with

[z1(η0), w1(η0)], . . . , [zN0(η0), wN0(η0)],

connected to (A−1
H(η0)(ρ(H(η0); a)) ∩ CritAH(η0) (and so those connected to

peak(α0)). Since α0 is tight, there must exist at least one [zℓ, wℓ] for which
there is another critical point [z′ℓ, w

′
ℓ] of AH(η0) such that

#(M([zℓ, wℓ], [z
′
ℓ, w

′
ℓ]) 6= 0

and

(8.33) AH(η0)([z
′
ℓ, w

′
ℓ]) ≥ λH(η0)(α0).

We divide our discussion into two cases : one for which the cycle α′
0 :=

α0 + ∂H(η0)(h
−1
η0η(β(η)) is tight and so

(8.34) λH(η0)(α0) = λH(η0)(α
′
0)

and the other for which α′
0 is not tight and so

(8.35) λH(η0)(α
′
0) > λH(η0)(α0).

We start with the case (8.35). In this case, the inequality (8.33) must be
strict for at least one ℓ: Otherwise the cycle α′

0 itself will be tight and so
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belongs to the category (8.34). We recall that there are only finitely many,
say N0 = N0(H(η0), a), critical points of AH(η0) at the level y0 = ρ(H(η0); a).
This number depends only on H(η0) and a. And we note that there are at
most finitely many [z′ℓ(η0), z

′
ℓ(η0)] connected to [zℓ(η0), zℓ(η0)], say,

N1(ℓ) = N1(H, η0, a, ρ(H(η0); a), ρ(H(η0); a) + 3δ + c; ℓ)

for each ℓ. Therefore if we define

N2 =

N0∑

ℓ=1

N1(ℓ),

there will be at most N2 such [z′ℓ, w
′
ℓ] in total. Furthermore by the definition

of the gap λ1(η0) of the boundary map ∂H(η0), we have

ρ(H(η0); a) + λ1(η0) ≤ λ(H(η0))([zℓ(η0), wℓ(η0)]) ≤ ρ(H(η0); a) + 3δ + c.

Then from (8.35) and from the finiteness of such [z′ℓ, w
′
ℓ] connected to [zℓ, wℓ]

which in turn connected to [z0, w0] a generator of peak(α0), we derive that
there must be a gap denoted by

λ2(η0) = λ2(H, η0, a, ρ(H(η0); a), ρ(H(η0); a) + 3δ + c)

such that

(8.36) AH(η0)([z
′
ℓ, w

′
ℓ]) > λH(η0)(α0) + λ2

for all such [z′ℓ, w
′
ℓ]. (In Lemma 8.10 below, we will in fact show that we can

choose λ2 depending only on (H, j) and 3δ + c.)
By nondegeneracy of H(η0) and finiteness of #Per(H(η0)), we can choose

a sufficiently small r := |η − η0| > 0 so that

(8.37) C(H,j)(r) < min

{
λ2

4
, λ1 − 2C(H,j)(r)

}
.

Furthermore we derive from (8.36) that for any such [z′ℓ(η0), w
′
ℓ(η0)] the action

of transferred critical points [z′ℓ(η), w
′
ℓ(η)] satisfies

AH(η)([z
′
ℓ(η), w

′
ℓ(η)]) ≥ AH(η)([z0(η), w0(η)]) +

λ2

2
= λH(η0)(α0) +

λ2

2

by the choice of η. This then implies that as long as |η − η0| ≤ r as above in
(8.37), we estimate the level of the cycle hη0η(α0) as

λH(η)(hη0η(α0) + ∂β(η)) ≥ λH(η0)(α0) +
λ2

2
> λH(η)(hη0η(α(η)).

This contradicts to the hypothesis (8.31). This finishes the proof by setting
δ4 = r for the case (8.35).

For the case (8.34), the point (η0, y0) with y0 = λH(η0)(α0) is a nondegen-
erate crossing in the bifurcation diagram of H. By the Cerf property, the two
continuous functions

µ1(η) := λH(η0)(hη0η(α0))

µ2(η) := λH(η0)(hη0η(α′
0))
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provide the two possible branches at (η0, y0). By applying the above consid-
eration to α′

0 instead of α0, α0 must belong to the category (1) in the above
alternatives and so its transferred cycles hη0η(α′

0) must be tight. This finishes
the proof. �

For the later purpose, we provide a precise description of the above constant
λ2 in the following lemma and its lower semi-continuity property.

Lemma 8.10. Let K > 0 and define the constant λ2(η;K) as follows: for

η 6∈ Sing(H),

λ2(η;K) := inf
z,C,C′

{E(H(η),J(η))(u) − E(H(η),J(η))(u
′) | u ∈ M(J,H ; z, (·);C),

u′ ∈ M(J,H ; z, (·);C′), 0 < E(H(η),J(η))(u), E(H(η),J(η))(u
′) ≤ K,

E(H(η),J(η))(u) − E(H(η),J(η))(u
′) > 0, µH(η)(C) = µH(η)(C

′) = 1}

and for η ∈ Sing(H) by the same except that we add the requirement that at

least one of the ω-limits (·) of u, u′ is not of the form z−. Then the function

η ∈ [0, 1] 7→ λ2(η;K) is lower semi-continuous for each fixed K. In particular

we have

λ2,K := min
η∈[0,1]

λ2(η;K) > 0.

Proof. This is a consequence of Gromov-Floer compactness which we can apply
as in the proofs of Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 using the following ingredients:

(1) finiteness of #(PerH(η)) for each η,
(2) finiteness of homotopy classes of u, u′ with the same α-limit under the

given energy bounds,
(3) and finally by isolatedness of M(z, (·);C) when µH(C) = 1. �

§9. Proof of the nondegenerate spectrality

Finally we are ready to prove Theorem II, which we reiterate here. Let H
be a nondegenerate Hamiltonian and

(9.1) a =
∑

aAq
−A, aA ∈ H∗(M)

be a non-zero quantum cohomology class.

Theorem 9.1. Let H be any nondegenerate one-periodic Hamiltonian and J
be such that (H, J) is Floer regular. Then for any nonzero quantum cohomology

class a, the mini-max value ρ(H ; a) is realized by the level of a tight Floer cycle

of (H, J).

Besides the preparatory materials proven in Section 3-7, our proof of Theo-
rem II also exploits the following two ingredients in an essential way:

(1) ρ(ǫf ; a) is homologically essential for any Morse function if ǫ > 0 is
sufficiently small,
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(2) The mini-max value ρ(H ; a) is tied to a nontrivial topological property,
not an accidental critical value.

Now we fix a Morse function f and a Cerf homotopy

H ∈ PCerf(Hm(M); ǫf,H)

satisfying the properties described in Section 7,

H = {H(η)}0≤η≤1,

such that

H(0) = ǫf, H(1) = H.

For simplicity, without loss of any generality, we will assume that the values of

the Morse function f at critical points are all distinct.
We also consider the set of j = {J(η)}0≤η≤1 lying in P(jω;H), In particular,

by the choice of j, the Floer homology HF∗(H(η), J(η)) is defined for any
η ∈ I(H, j). We

The proof of Theorem 9.1 will be done by a continuation argument. We
define a subset of [0,1]

(9.2) S(H) = {η ∈ [0, 1] | η satisfies one of the following two conditions} :

(1) when η ∈ [0, 1] \ Sing(H), ρ(H(η); a) is homologically essential, i.e.,
there is a J for which (H, J) is Floer-regular and carries a Floer cycle
α with ρ(H(η); a) = λH(α).

(2) when η ∈ Sing(H), there is j ∈ P(jω;H) such that it carries a sequence
of Floer points ηi → η for which the mini-max value ρ(H(ηi); a) is
homologically essential for each i.

We will prove S(H) = [0, 1] by a continuation argument starting from
H(0) = ǫf , which will in particular prove Theorem II.

Step 1: S(H) is nonempty

We will show that ρ(ǫf ; a) is a homologically essential critical value.
Consider an almost complex structure J0 such that −ǫf is Morse-Smale for

the metric g = ω(·, J0·). We denote by CM∗(−ǫf) the graded Morse complex
associated to (−ǫf, J0). An element of CMℓ(−ǫf) has the form

∑

k

ak[pk], ak ∈ Q, pk ∈ Critℓ(−ǫf).

For given p ∈ Crit∗(−ǫf) and A ∈ Γ, we denote p · qA := [p, p̂#A], where p̂ is
the constant disc p.

We represent a♭ by a Novikov Morse cycle

γ =
∑

A

γAq
A, γj ∈ CM∗(−ǫf)
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of −ǫf . As we argued in [Section 5, 15], we may assume that the representative
γ of a♭ has the form

(9.3) γ =
∑

A∈Γ(a)

γAq
A,

where γA is a Morse cycle of −ǫf . By the definition of Novikov Floer chains,
we can enumerate Γ(a) so that λj = ω(Aj) satisfy

λ1 > λ2 > · · · .

Then it is easy to see

(9.4) λǫf (γ) = λǫf (γ1q
A1),

provided ǫ > 0 satisfies

(9.5) ǫ(max f − min f) ≤ c(a) = λ1 − λ2.

(See the proof of [Lemma 7.4, 15].) On the other hand, we compute

λǫf (γ1q
A1) = Aǫf (pγ1q

A1) = −ω(A1) − ǫf(pγ1),

where pγ1 is the peak of the Morse cycle γ1 measured by the values of −ǫf .
Recall that as long as we fixed the quantum cohomology class a, the collection
Γ(a) is fixed and so A1 is fixed and the coefficient Morse cycles γ1 varies inside
the homology classes PD(a1) ∈ H∗(M,Q).

Therefore if we choose ǫ so that (9.5) is satisfied, the mini-max value ρ(ǫf ; a)
becomes

ρ(ǫf ; a) = −ω(A1) + inf
γ1∈PD(a1)

max
p

{−ǫf(p) | p ∈ γ1}.

However it is an easy consequence of compactness of M and is well-known in
the finite dimensional critical point theory that on a compact manifold M , the
mini-max value

inf
γ1∈PD(aj)

max
p

{−ǫf(p) | p ∈ γ1}

can be realized by the level of a tight Morse cycle γtgt. Then if we re-choose
γ1 = γtgt and fix other γj ’s for j ≥ 2, we have

(9.6) ρ(ǫf ; a) = Aǫf ([p(f ;a1), p(f ;a1)q
A1 ]) = λǫf (γ).

Here p(f ;a1) is the unique critical point of f that is the peak of the tight Morse
cycle γ1 associated to the cohomology class a1 ∈ H∗(M). This proves that
ρ(ǫf ; a) is a homologically essential critical value.
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Step 2: S(H) is open in [0, 1]

Let η0 ∈ S(H). We would like to show that there exists δ > 0 such that
(η0−δ, η0+δ) ⊂ S(H). We consider two cases separately: one is the case where
η0 ∈ [0, 1] \ Sing(H) and the other the case with η0 ∈ Sing(H).

For the case where η0 ∈ [0, 1]\ (Sing(H), we choose j ∈ Psub(jω ;H; η0), i.e.,
η0 is a Floer point for (H, j). See Section 4 for the definition of Psub(jω;H; η0).
Then the stability theorem, Theorem 8.3 implies existence of such δ > 0.

Next, we consider the case when η0 is in Sing(H) ∩ S(H). In this case, by
the definition of S(H), there is j ∈ P(jω ;H) for which we have a sequence of
the Floer points ηk → η0 and tight Floer cycles αk ∈ CF∗(H(ηk)). Under this
assumption, we would like to prove that there exists δ6 = δ6(H, j; η0) > 0 such
that all η ∈ (η0 − δ6, η0 + δ6) \ {η0} allows tight cycles with its level ρ(H(η); a).
As in Section 8, we will assume, without loss of any generality,

ηk ր η0.

We denote [zk, wk] be a peak of αk. Then we have

(9.7) lim
k→∞

AH(ηk)([zk, wk]) = lim
k→∞

ρ(H(ηk); a) = ρ(H(η0); a)

by the continuity of ρa. After choosing a subsequence, we may assume that zk

converges to a periodic orbit z∞ ∈ Per(H(η0)).
Using the Cerf property of H, there are two cases to consider: one is the

case where

(9.8) zk 6= z±(ηk)

and the other

(9.9) zk = z+(ηk) or zk = z−(ηk)

after choosing a subsequence of ηk if necessary.
Note that for the case (9.9), the limit orbit is nothing but

z∞ = z0,

where z0 is the unique degenerate periodic orbit ofH(η0) and for the case (9.8),
the limit z∞ is far away from z0. The following proposition reduces the proof
to the case of (9.8).

Proposition 9.2. Let a 6= 0 be a given quantum cohomology class and denote

by α a Floer cycle with [α] = a♭. Then there exists 0 < δ9 ≤ δ1 with δ9 =
δ9(H, j) such that at any Floer point η satisfying d(η,Sing(H)) < δ9 there

exists a tight Floer cycle α of (H(η), J(η)), no peak of which is of the form

[z±(η), w]

for any bounding disc w.

Proof. We have already shown in Proposition 6.9 that no peak of α is of the
form [z+(η), w]. We now prove applying Theorem 6.7 (2) and tightness of α
that there exists δ9 such that whenever |η − η0| < δ9, if there is a peak of the
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tight cycle α having the form [z−(η), w−(η)], we can cancel the peak by adding
∂(H(η),J(η))(c · [z

+(η), w+(η)]) with w+(η) = w−(η)#ucan
z−(η)z+(η) for a suitable

c ∈ Q keeping the level unchanged and hence keeping tightness of α as well.
Applying this cancelling repeatedly, we can cancel all such peaks. This finishes
the proof. �

We therefore safely assume that we are in the case of (9.8). Then an exam-
ination of the proof of Theorem 8.3 proves the following:

Lemma 9.3. There exists δ′4 = δ′4(H, j; a, η0) > 0 and a sufficiently large

N ∈ N such that the transferred cycles

h(ηN η;ρ0)(αN,±)

are tight on each of the semi-intervals of (η0 − δ′4, η0 + δ′4) \ {η0}.

Proof. The proof is a variation of that of Proposition 8.4 except that in the
current case, η0 ∈ Sing(H) and so the Floer homology itself at η0 is not defined.
On the other hand, by the Cerf property of H, there is no critical point [z, w] of
AH(η0) at the same level of the form AH(η0)([z0, w0]), where z0 is a degenerate
periodic orbit.

Consider the constants λ1 and λ2 that appears in the proof of Theorem 8.3.
An examination of the proof shows that we can choose λ1 depending only on
(H, j) but independent of η0 if we replace A(H(η0),J(η0)) by the constant A(H,j)

provided in Theorem 6.7.
For the constant λ2 = λ2,K , we take λ2,K given in Lemma 8.10 for

K = 3δ + c,

where δ, c are as in the proof of Theorem 8.3. Once we have this, the same
argument as that of Theorem 8.3 with λ2(η0) replaced by λ2,K provides the
constant δ′4 = δ′4(H, j; a, η0) > 0 which finishes the proof. �

If we choose N sufficiently large, then η0 ∈ (δ′4 − ηN , δ
′
4 + ηN ) and hence

follows openness of S(H) at η0. Combining the above altogether, we have
finished the proof of openness of S(H).

We remark that the corresponding level functions

µ−(η) = λH(η)(hη0η(αN,−))

µ+(η) = λH(η)(hη0η(αN,+))

together define a continuous function on (ηN − δ′4, ηN + δ′4) which extends
continuously across η0.

Step 3: S(H) is closed in [0, 1]

Let ηk → η∞ be a sequence of Floer points such that each ρ(H(ηi); a) is a
homologically essential critical value. First consider the case where η∞ lies in
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[0, 1] \ Sing(H). We choose j ∈ Psub(jω ;H; η∞) and consider the transferred
cycles

αk(η) := h(ηkη;ρ0)(αk).

Proposition 8.2 shows that the existence of tight cycles at ηk does not depend
on the choice of j and so we may assume that all ηk including η∞ are Floer
points of (H, j). Then by the same arguments used for the proof of Theorem 8.3
and using Lemma 8.10, there is a constant δ4 = δ4(η∞) > 0 such that on each
of the semi-intervals of (ηk − δ4, ηk] or [ηk, ηk + δ4), we can find a tight cycle
αk for which αk(η) is also tight on the corresponding intervals. Obviously if k
is sufficiently large, then ηk ∈ (η∞ − δ, η∞ + δ). In particular, h(ηkη∞;ρ0)(αk)
is a required tight Floer cycle of H(η∞) at the level ρ(H(η∞); a). This takes
care of the case when η∞ lies in [0, 1] \ Sing(H).

On the other hand when η∞ ∈ S(H) ∩ Sing(H), there is nothing to prove
by the definition of S(H). This proves that S(H) is closed.

Step 4: Finish-up of the proof

Combining Step 1-3 and the fact that [0, 1] is connected, we have proved
S(H) = [0, 1] and so the proof of Theorem 9.1. This in turn finishes the proof
of Theorem II at last.

Remark 9.4. In fact, an examination of the above proof seems to show that the
spectrality axiom holds for the Hamiltonians either of the Bott-Morse types or
of a finite type: We call a HamiltonianH a finite type, if all of its periodic orbits
are isolated and the degeneracy of the linearization is of finite order. It would
be interesting to see if the spectrality axiom holds for arbitrary Hamiltonians
or not.

We are now ready to prove Theorem V stated in the introduction as a by-
product of the arguments used in the above proof. We re-state the theorem
here.

Theorem 9.5. Let H be a Cerf-homotopy. Then the spectral function s 7→
ρ(Hs; a) is smooth away from a countable subset of Cndross(H).

Proof. Let η0 ∈ (0, 1) \ Sing(H). We choose a generic Jη0 such that the pair
(H(η0), J

η0) is Floer-regular and then extend Jη0 to a family j = {Jη}0≤η≤1

so that the pair (H, j) is a Floer homotopy, i.e., satisfies the properties of
Theorem 4.6. Then the above proof shows that if η0 is not in Cndross(H),
there exists a tight Floer cycle α0 for (H(η0), J

η0) such that the function µ

µ(η) = λH(η)(hη0η(α0))

is well-defined on (η0 − δ, η0 + δ) for some δ > 0 which is smooth thereon.
Furthermore by making δ > 0 smaller if necessary, the proof of Theorem 8.3
shows that the cycles hη0η(α0) are all tight and hence ρ(H(η); a) = µ(η). On
the other hand if η0 ∈ Cndross(H), the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem
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8.3 shows that ρ(H(η); a) may be realized by two different branches µ− : (η0 −
δ, η0] → R and µ+ : [η0, η0 + δ) → R with µ−(η0) = µ+(η0) given by

µ−(η) = λH(η)(hη0η(α−))

µ+(η) = λH(η)(hη0η(α+)),

where α± are two different tight Floer cycles of H(η0). This proves that the
function η 7→ ρ(H(η); a) is differentiable possibly except at such points from
Cndross(H). This finishes the proof. �

§10. Spectral invariants of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms

We recall that the invariants ρ(H ; a) were constructed for arbitrary Hamil-
tonian functions H : S1 × M → R in [18]. We first summarize the basic
properties of the invariants ρ = ρ(H ; a). Except the nondegenerate spectrality
axiom proven in the present paper, all other axioms are proved in [18].

Theorem 10.1. Let (M,ω) be arbitrary closed symplectic manifold. For any

given quantum cohomology class 0 6= a ∈ QH∗(M), we have a continuous

function denoted by

ρ = ρ(H ; a) : C∞
m (S1 ×M) ×QH∗(M) → R

such that they satisfy the following axioms: Let H, F ∈ C∞
m (S1×M) be smooth

Hamiltonian functions and a 6= 0 ∈ QH∗(M). Then ρ satisfies the following

axioms:

(1) (Nondegenerate spectrality) For each a ∈ QH∗(M), ρ(H ; a) ∈
Spec(H) if H is nondegenerate.

(2) (Projective invariance) ρ(H ;λa) = ρ(H ; a) for any 0 6= λ ∈ Q.

(3) (Normalization) For a =
∑

A∈Γ aAq
−A, we have ρ(0; a) = v(a),

where 0 is the zero function and

v(a) := min{ω(−A) | aA 6= 0} = −max{ω(A) | aA 6= 0}.

is the (upward) valuation of a.
(4) (Symplectic invariance) ρ(η∗H ; η∗a) = ρ(H ; a) for any symplectic

diffeomorphism η.
(5) (Triangle inequality) ρ(H#F ; a · b) ≤ ρ(H ; a) + ρ(F ; b).
(6) (C0-continuity) |ρ(H ; a)−ρ(F ; a)| ≤ ‖H#F‖ = ‖H−F‖, where ‖ · ‖

is the Hofer’s pseudo-norm on C∞
m (S1×M). In particular, the function

ρa : H 7→ ρ(H ; a) is C0-continuous.

(In the symplectic invariance axiom, η∗a denotes the canonical pull-back
of a under the symplectic diffeomorphism φ. In general η∗a 6= a unless φ is

symplectically isotopic to the identity. In [18], the symplectic invariance was
stated incorrectly as ρ(η∗H ; a) = ρ(H ; a). We thank Polterovich for pointing
out this error.)
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By the one-one correspondence between (normalized) H and its associated
Hamiltonian path φH : t 7→ φt

H , one can regard the spectral function

ρa : Hm(M) = C∞
m ([0, 1] ×M) → R

as a function defined on P(Ham(M,ω); id), i.e.,

(10.1) ρa : P(Ham(M,ω), id) → R

as described in [18]. Here we denote by P(Ham(M,ω), id) the set of smooth

Hamiltonian paths in Ham(M,ω) and by H̃am(M,ω) the set of path homo-
topy classes on P(Ham(M,ω), id), i.e., the (étale) universal covering space of

Ham(M,ω). We equip H̃am(M,ω) with the quotient topology. The following

corollary shows that the function ρa pushes down to H̃am(M,ω) as a contin-
uous function. The proof of the following fact is entirely the same as in the
rational case [18] summarized in the introduction of the present paper, and so
omitted.

Corollary 10.2. Let (M,ω) be an arbitrary closed symplectic manifold. For

any nondegenerate φ̃ ∈ H̃am(M,ω), we have

(10.2) ρ(H ; a) = ρ(K; a)

for any smooth functions H ∼ K satisfying [H ] = [K] = φ̃.

We like to emphasize that at this moment, because we do not know validity of
the spectrality axiom for degenerate Hamiltonians, we do not have the equality

ρ(H ; a) = ρ(K; a)

yet for two H and K representing the same φ̃, if the latter is degenerate. The
scheme of the proof used to prove (1.3) for the rational (M,ω) cannot be applied
without the spectrality axiom. In this regard, the following is still a non-trivial
theorem to prove. The argument used in the proof is similar to the proof of
[15, Lemma 5.1] or [18, Theorem 5.1].

Theorem 10.3. For any pair (H,K) satisfying H ∼ K, we have

(10.3) ρ(H ; a) = ρ(K; a).

Proof. For the nondegenerate case, Corollary 10.2 proves (10.3). It remains to
prove (10.3) for the degenerate cases.

Suppose H ∼ K. We approximate H and K by sequences of nondegenerate
Hamiltonians Hi and Ki in the C∞ topology respectively. We note that the
Hamiltonian

K#Hi#K

generates the flow φt
K ◦ φt

Hi
◦ (φt

K)−1, which is conjugate to the flow φt
Hi

and
is nondegenerate. Therefore we have

(10.4) ρ(Hi; a) = ρ(K#Hi#K; a)
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by the symplectic invariance of ρ. On the other hand, since H ∼ K, we have

K#Hi#K ∼ K#Hi#H.

Since both are nondegenerate, Corollary 10.2 implies

(10.5) ρ(K#Hi#K; a) = ρ(K#Hi#H ; a).

Here we remind the readers that the definition of the nondegeneracy of a Hamil-
tonian depends only on its time-one map. By taking the limits of (10.4) and
(10.5) and using the continuity of ρ(·; a), we get

ρ(H ; a) = ρ(K#H#K; a) = ρ(K#H#H ; a) = ρ(K; a),

where the last equality comes since H#H = 0. Hence the proof. �

Therefore, for any nondegenerate φ̃, we can define the value ρa(φ̃) by

(10.6) ρa(φ̃) := ρ(H ; a)

for H satisfying [H ] = φ̃. This defines a well-defined continuous function

(10.7) ρa : H̃am
nd

(M,ω) → R,

where H̃am
nd

(M,ω) is the subset of H̃am(M,ω) consisting of nondegenerate

φ̃’s.

Theorem 10.4. The function ρa defined by (10.7) extends to continuously

H̃am(M,ω) in the quotient topology of H̃am(M,ω) induced from

P(Ham(M,ω), id).

Proof. Recall the definition of the quotient topology under the projection

π : P(Ham(M,ω), id) → H̃am(M,ω).

We proved that the assignment

(10.8) H 7→ ρ(H ; a)

is continuous on C∞([0, 1] × M) in [18]. By the definition of the quotient
topology,

ρa : H̃am(M,ω) → R

is continuous, because the composition

ρa ◦ π : P(Ham(M,ω), id) → R,

which is nothing but (10.8), is continuous. �
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Remark 10.5. One cheap way of defining a function on the covering space

H̃am(M,ω) out of the spectral invariants ρ(H ; a) is to take the infimum of
ρ(H ; a) among all H ’s connecting the identity to the given time one map φ =
φ1

H in the same homotopy class of paths: i.e.,

ρ′(φ̃; a) := inf
eφ=[H]

ρ(H ; a)

similarly as in the cases of Hofer pseudo-norm

‖φ̃‖ = inf
eφ=[H]

‖H‖.

However, unless we had the spectrality axiom, more specifically without its
consequence Theorem 10.3, there would be no reason why the function ρ′ :

H̃am(M,ω) → R is continuous just as the function φ̃ 7→ ‖φ̃‖ is not a priori

continuous in the (étale) topology of H̃am(M,ω).
Finally, for the reader’s convenience, we summarize the basic axioms of the

invariant ρ : H̃am(M,ω) × QH∗(M) → R in the following theorem, whose
proofs immediately follow from Theorem 10.1 and 9.4.

Theorem 10.6. Let (M,ω) be any closed symplectic manifold. Let φ̃, ψ̃ ∈

H̃am(M,ω) and 0 6= a ∈ QH∗(M). Then for each 0 6= a ∈ QH∗(M), the

function

ρa : H̃am(M,ω) → R

is continuous, and the function

ρ : H̃am(M,ω) ×QH∗(M) → R

satisfies the following axioms:

(1) (Nondegenerate spectrality) For each a ∈ QH∗(M), ρ(φ̃; a) ∈

Spec(φ̃), if φ̃ is nondegenerate.

(2) (Projective invariance) ρ(φ̃;λa) = ρ(φ̃; a) for any 0 6= λ ∈ Q.

(3) (Normalization) For a =
∑

A∈Γ aAq
−A, we have ρ(0; a) = v(a),

where 0 is the identity in H̃am(M,ω) and

v(a) := min
A

{ω(−A) | aA 6= 0} = −max{ω(A) | aA 6= 0}

is the (upward) valuation of a.

(4) (Symplectic invariance) ρ(η−1φ̃η; η∗a) = ρ(φ̃; a) for any symplectic

diffeomorphism η.

(5) (Triangle inequality) ρ(φ̃ · ψ̃; a · b) ≤ ρ(φ̃; a) + ρ(ψ̃; b).

(6) (C0-continuity) |ρ(φ̃; a) − ρ(ψ̃; a)| ≤ ‖φ̃ ◦ ψ̃−1‖, where ‖ · ‖ is the

Hofer’s pseudo-norm on H̃am(M,ω). In particular, the function ρa :

φ̃ 7→ ρ(φ̃; a) is C0-continuous.
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We like to remind the readers the spectrality axiom holds for any φ̃ for the
rational symplectic manifolds [18]. It is an interesting problem to investigate
to understand what kind of Hamiltonians, besides nondegenerate ones, satisfy
the spectrality axiom, which will be a subject of future study.

§11. Applications to Hofer’s geometry

In this section, we provide two immediate applications of the spectrality
axiom in the study of Hofer’s geometry of the Hamiltonian diffeomorphism
group. We first recall the following definitions

(11.1)

E−(φ̃) = inf
[φ,H]=eφ

∫ 1

0

−minHt dt

E+(φ̃) = inf
[φ,H]=eφ

∫ 1

0

maxHt dt

(See [20], and [12] for example). Note that we have

E−(H) = E+(H)

for the Hamiltonian H 7→ φ−1. This in turn implies

E−(φ̃−1) = E+(φ̃)

and hence

(11.2) 0 ≤ E+(φ̃) + E−(φ̃) ≤ inf
[φ,H]=eφ

∫
(maxHt − minHt) dt.

In particular we have the inequality for the Hofer pseudo-norm ‖φ‖ and ‖φ‖med

(11.3) ‖φ‖med := inf
π(eφ)=φ

(E+(φ̃) + E−(φ̃)) ≤ ‖φ‖.

Now we consider the invariant ρ(H ; 1). We have shown, by definition,

(11.4) ρ(φ̃; 1) = ρ(H ; 1)

for any H with φ̃ = [H ]. Since we have

ρ(H ; 1) ≤ E−(H),

(11.4) implies

(11.5) ρ(φ̃; 1) ≤ E−(H)

for all H with [H ] = φ̃. By taking the infimum of (11.5) over all such H , we
have proved the following inequality

(11.6) ρ(φ̃; 1) ≤ E−(φ̃).

Applying the same argument to H and using E−(H) = E+(H), we obtain

(11.7) ρ(φ̃−1; 1) ≤ E+(H).
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We now define

γ̃(φ̃) = ρ(φ̃; 1) + ρ(φ̃−1; 1).

Furthermore we have

γ̃(φ̃) = ρ(φ̃; 1) + ρ(φ̃−1; 1) ≥ ρ(id; 1) = 0.

We recall the definition of the spectral norm γ from [19]

γ(φ) = inf
H 7→φ

(
ρ(H ; 1) + ρ(H ; 1)

)
= inf

π(eφ)=φ

(γ̃(φ̃)).

Combining (11.5) and (11.7), we have proved:

Theorem 11.1. For any φ̃ ∈ H̃am(M,ω), we have

(11.8) γ̃(φ̃) ≤ ‖φ̃‖.

In particular, we have

(11.9) γ(φ) ≤ ‖φ‖med.

(11.9) is an improvement of the inequality γ(φ) ≤ ‖φ‖ proven in [19] and
give a different proof of nondegeneracy, with a lower bound, of the medium

Hofer norm ‖ · ‖med. Previously McDuff [12] proved that this is nondegenerate
by a different method.

Next we define a partial order on H̃am(M,ω) out of the invariant ρ(φ̃; 1). We

note that ρ(φ̃; 1) can be strictly negative although the sum ρ(φ̃; 1) + ρ(φ̃−1; 1)
cannot. We recall our convention of the action functional is

AH([z, w]) = −

∫
w∗ω −

∫
H(t, z(t)) dt

emphasizing the ‘−’ in front of the integral
∫
H(t, z(t)) dt, and that ρ(H ; a) is

defined in terms of the action functional, not in terms of H itself. This explains
somewhat contradictory usage of positiveness in the definition.

Definition 11.2. We say that a Hamiltonian H is homologically positive if

φ(H ; 1) ≤ 0,

and φ̃ ∈ H̃am(M,ω) is homologically positive if its representing normalized
HamiltonianH is homologically positive. We also call the corresponding Hamil-

tonian path {φt
H}0≤t≤1 homologically positive if [φ,H ] = φ̃ is positive. We

define

H̃am+(M,ω) = {φ̃ | φ̃ homologically positive}

C+
m([0, 1] ×M) = {H ∈ C∞

m (S1 ×M) | H homologically positive}

and denote

P+(Ham(M,ω), id) = {f : [0, 1] → Ham(M,ω) | f(0) = id,

f(t) = φt
H , H ∈ C+

m(S1 ×M)}
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for the set of homologically positive Hamiltonian paths issued at the identity.

We refer readers to [3] for a general discussion on partially ordered groups
and the definition of the normal cone used below in the context of contact
transformations.

Theorem 11.3. The subset C := H̃am+(M,ω) forms a normal cone in D :=

H̃am(M,ω), i.e., C satisfies

(1) If f, g ∈ C, fg ∈ C,

(2) If f ∈ C and h ∈ D, hfh−1 ∈ C,

(3) id ∈ C.

Proof. (1) follows from the triangle inequality

ρ(f ; 1) + ρ(g; 1) ≥ ρ(fg; 1)

and (2) from the symplectic invariance of ρ and (3) from the identity ρ(0; 1) =
0. �

Following [3], we define the partial order associated to this normal cone on

H̃am(M,ω) by

f ≥ g on D if and only if fg−1 ∈ C.

The question whether this is non-trivial, i.e., satisfies the axiom

f ≤ g & g ≤ f if and only if f = g

is an interesting problem to study and is related to the study of Hamiltonian
loops h and the corresponding spectral invariants ρ(h; 1). This is a subject
of future study. Viterbo [23] had earlier introduced the notion of positive
Hamiltonians and a similar partial order for the set of compactly supported
Hamiltonians on R2n and proved nondegeneracy of the partial order.

Appendix

A.1. Proof of Proposition 2.7

We first recall the definition from [2], [21] of the Conley-Zehnder index for
a path α lying in SP ∗(1) where we denote

(A.1) SP ∗(1) = {α : [0, 1] → Sp(2n,R) | α(0) = id, det(α(1) − id) 6= 0}

following the notation from [21]. We denote by µCZ(α) the Conley-Zehnder
index of α given in [21].

Next we note that a given pair [γ, w] ∈ Ω̃0(M) determines a preferred homo-
topy class of trivialization of the symplectic vector bundle γ∗TM on S1 = ∂D2

that extends to a trivialization

Φw : w∗TM → D2 × (R2n, ω0)

over D2 of where D2 ⊂ C is the unit disc with the standard orientation. Any
one-periodic solution z : R/Z → M of ẋ = XH(x) has the form z(t) = φt

H(p)
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for a fixed point p = z(0) ∈ Fix(φ1
H). For the given one-periodic solution z and

its bounding disc w : D2 → M , we consider the one-parameter family of the
symplectic maps

dφt
H(z(0)) : Tz(0)M → Tz(t)M

and define a map α[z,w] : [0, 1] → Sp(2n,R) by

(A.2) α[z,w](t) = Φw(z(t)) ◦ dφt
H(z(0)) ◦ Φw(z(0))−1.

Obviously we have α[z,w](0) = id, and nondegeneracy of H implies that

det(α[z,w](1) − id) 6= 0

and hence

(A.3) α[z,w] ∈ SP ∗(1).

In general, according to the definition from [2] of the Conley-Zehnder index for
a paths α lying in SP ∗(1), the Conley-Zehnder index of [z, w] is defined by

(A.4) µH([z, w]) := µCZ(α[z,w]).

Now we start with the proof of Proposition 2.6. We can write

z′(t) = expz(t) ξ(t), ξ(t) ∈ Tz(t)M

since z, z′ is an associated pair of H, H ′ that are assumed to be sufficiently C2

close. We denote by

Πs,t
0,t : Tz(t)M → Tzs(t)M

the parallel translation along the short geodesics r 7→ expz(t)(rξ(t)) for 0 ≤ r ≤

s where zs : S1 →M are the loops defined by

zs(t) = expz(t)(sξ(t)), s ∈ [0, 1].

Now we make an identification

Π : u∗TM → [0, 1] × z∗TM

for u = ucan
zz′ by the map

(A.5) v ∈ (u∗TM)(s,t) 7→ (s, (Πs,t
0,t)

−1(v)) ∈ {s} × (z∗TM)t.

Then noting that we can write

(w′)∗TM = w∗TM#u∗TM

for w′ = w#u, Φw and Π together induce a natural trivialization

Φw′ : (w′)∗TM → (D2 ∪ [0, 1] × S1) × R2n

by the formula

(A.6) Φw′(v) =

{
Φw(ξ) ξ ∈ w∗TM

(Φw|∂D2)(Φu(ξ)) ξ ∈ u∗TM
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By the nondegeneracy hypothesis of z, we know that the map α[z,w] : [0, 1] →
Sp(2n,R) defines a path in SP ∗(1). We compare the two linearized vector
fields of XH and XH′ along the corresponding periodic orbits z and z′

(A.7) (Φw|∂D)∗(DXH(z))

and

(Φw′ |∂D)∗(DXH′(z′))

respectively. We can express

(Φw′ |∂D)∗(DXH′(z′)) = (Φw|∂D2) ◦ (Π1
0)

−1 ◦ (DXH′(z′)) ◦ Π1
0 ◦ (Φw|∂D2)−1

= (Φw|∂D2) ◦
(
(Π1

0)
−1 ◦DXH′(z′) ◦ Π1

0

)
◦ (Φw|∂D2)−1.

Since we assume that H ′ is C2 close to H and (z, z′) is an associated pair, it
can be easily seen

(Π1
0)

−1 ◦DXH′(z′) ◦ Π1
0 : z∗TM → z∗TM

is C1 close to DXH(z) : z∗TM → z∗TM . Therefore if we write the flow of the
linearization

Φw′(z′(t)) ◦ dφt
H′ (z′(0)) ◦ Φw′(z′(0))−1

of (Φw′)∗(DXH′ (z′))(1, t, ξ) as

(1, t, α′
[z,w](t) ξ)

the map α′
[z,w′] : [0, 1] → Sp(2n,R) is C1 close to α[z,w]. Therefore we can

homotope α′
[z′,w′] to α[z,w] inside SP ∗(1). Then by an invariance property of

the Conley-Zehnder index [21] under such a homotopy, we obtain

µ(α[z,w]) = µ(α′
[z′,w′]).

By the definition of the Conley-Zehnder index µH([z, w]), this implies µH [z, w]
= µH′ ([z′, w′]) which finishes the proof.

A.2. Proof of Lemma 6.8

We first prove the following general lemma. The lemma is stated in a more
general form than needed for the purpose of using it also in the proof of Propo-
sition 9.2 in Section 9. The present case corresponds to the case of

(Hα, Jα) = (Hβ , Jβ) = (H, J) ≡ (H, j).

Lemma A.1. Let (H, J) be an pair consisting of smooth one-periodic families

of Hamiltonians and almost complex structures. Denote (Jα, Hα) and (Jβ , Hβ)
be any regular pairs in the Floer theoretic sense for which the Floer homologies

are defined. Let (H, j) be a homotopy pair with H connecting Hα, Hβ for which

the Floer chain map h(j,H′;ρ) is defined for a cut-off function. Let U be any

fixed tubular neighborhood of z with smooth boundary ∂U which is homologous

to the one-cycle [z]. Let zα, zβ be one-periodic orbits of Hamilton’s equation
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for H1, H2 respectively such that the images of zα and zβ are contained in an

open subset

V ⊂ V ⊂ U

and denote by ucan
αβ be the canonical thin cylinder. Suppose that u is a solution

of (5.3) satisfying u ∼ ucan
αβ

u(−∞) = zα, u(∞) = zβ.

Then there exists a positive constant δ0 > 0 and e = e(z; δ0, V ⊂ U) > 0, which

does not depend on u, such that for any finite energy solution u of (5.3)-(5.4)
whose image is not contained in U , we have

E(j,H,ρ)(u) ≥ e(z; δ0, V ⊂ U) > 0

for any H and H as long as Hm, m = 1, 2 satisfy

‖Hm −H‖C2 < δ0, ‖H‖C2 < δ0, ‖j′ − j‖C1 < δ0

Proof. We will prove the lemma by contradiction. Suppose to the contrary that
there exists a sequence δk → 0 such that we can find Hα,k, Hβ,k and (jk,Hk)
satisfying

‖H −Hα,k‖C2 , ‖H −Hβ,k‖C2 , ‖Hk −H‖, ‖jk − j‖ < δk

for which there exist periodic orbits zα,k ∈ Per(Hα,k) and zβ,k ∈ Per(Hβ,k)
satisfying

Im zα,k, Im zβ,k ⊂ V,

and a solution uk of (5.3)-(5.4) satisfying

(A.8) uk(−∞) = zα,k, u(∞) = zβ,k

and

(A.9) u(τk, tk) 6∈ U.

We recall the energy bound (5.21)

E(jk,Hk;ρ)(uk) ≤ AHβ,k
([zβ,k, wk#u]) −AHα,k

([zα,k, wk]) +E−(Hβ,k −Hα,k)

for any bounding disc wk of zα,k. Since u is assumed to be homotopic to the
canonical thin cylinder ucan

αβ , we have

AHβ,k
([zβ,k, wk#u]) = AHβ,k

([zβ,k, wk#ucan
αβ ])

and hence this bound can be re-written as
(A.10)
E(jk,Hk;ρ)(uk) ≤ AHβ,k

([zβ,k, wk#ucan
αβ ])−AHα,k

([zα,k, wk])+E−(Hβ,k−Hα,k).

Using (A.8)-(A.10) and Lemma 2.4, we derive

E(jk,Hk;ρ)(uk) → 0 as k → ∞.

In particular, uk can not bubble off and uniformly converges to a stationary
solution. We denote the stationary solution by z∞, which will be a periodic
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orbit of H . Due to (A.9) and (A.10), the image of z∞ must be contained in V .
On the other hand, because of (A.11), the image of the limit of uk cannot be
contained in U and gives rise to a contradiction. This finishes the proof. �

Now we prove Lemma 6.8 by contradiction. Suppose the contrary that
there exists some sequence of Floer points ηi with dist(ηi,Sing(H)) → 0 and
a sequence of elements

ui ∈ M
(
J(ηi), H(ηi); [z

+(ηi), w
+(ηi)], [zi, wi]

)

with [zi, wi] 6= [z−(ηi), w
+(ηi)#u

can
z+z− ] and

(A.11) E(J(ηi),H(ηi))(ui) → 0.

After choosing a subsequence, we may assume

ηi → η∞ ∈ Sing(H)

and

zi → z∞ ∈ Per(H(η∞))

as i→ ∞.
First if zi 6= z±(ηi), then we have

dC1(zi, z
±(ηi)) ≥ C

for some C > 0 independent of i → ∞ because we are assuming H is a Cerf
homotopy and so each singular point η∞ can contain only one bifurcation orbit.
This contradicts to (A.11) via Lemma A.3.

On the other hand, if zi = z+(ηi), (A.11) implies Im ui is contained in
a small tubular neighborhood of z∞ and so the compactified cycle ui are all
homologous to the one dimensional cycle zi. But then Lemma 6.3 implies

E(J(ηi),H(ηi))(ui) = 0

for all sufficiently large i, after choosing a subsequence if necessary, which
contradicts that ui cannot be stationary.

Therefore we have proved

zi = z−(ηi)

for all i, after choosing a subsequence if necessary. Then we pick a pair of
sufficiently small tubular neighborhood U of Imz∞ such that it deformation
retracts to the one dimensional cycle z∞. Since zi → z∞, there exists another
smaller open neighborhood V with V ⊂ U , which depends only on z∞ and
contains the image of zi for all sufficiently large i. We can also make the
energy in (A.11) satisfy

E(J(ηi),H(ηi))(ui) < e(z∞; δ0, V ⊂ U)

by choosing i sufficiently large. Then Lemma A.3 implies that the image of
ui must be contained in U . In particular, z+(ηi) = ui(−∞) itself must be
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contained in U . In particular, after compactifying R ∪ {−∞,∞} to [0, 1], we
prove that ui must be homotopic to ucan

z+z− . This proves

[zi, wi] = [z−(ηi), w
+(ηi)#u

can
z+z− ]

which is exactly what we wanted to prove. This proves Lemma 6.8.
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